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For the second time in four years, the American Bar Association (ABA) in 2007 overhauled its Model Code of Judicial Conduct.1 Like its provisional 2003 predecessor,2 the more recent edition focuses on compliance with the ruling of the United States Supreme Court in Republican Party of Minnesota v. White.3 In striking down a Minnesota provision barring a candidate for judicial office from “announc[ing] his or her views on disputed legal or political issues,”4 the White Court concluded that the state’s restriction improperly encroached on protected expression.5 On its face, the decision was confined to the defects of the “announce clause” under the First Amendment. The logic and tenor of the Court’s opinion, however, called into question the broader enterprise of regulating speech by judicial candidates. Prior to White, states with elected judges had widely adopted campaign codes significantly limiting the speech and political activities of judicial candidates. The centerpiece of these codes consisted of prohibitions on statements ostensibly binding candidates on certain issues prior to confronting them in proper judicial proceedings.6 These and other restrictions were designed to shield the judiciary’s independence and neutrality from erosion by the usual dynamics of political campaigns. The codes were thus defended as appropriately
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4 Id. at 768 (quoting Model Code of Judicial Conduct Canon 5(A)(3)(d)(i) (2002)).
5 Id. at 770–74 (finding that the “announce clause” failed strict scrutiny).
6 See infra notes 34–43 and accompanying text.
balancing judicial impartiality with the competing interests of democratic accountability and free speech.  

Like the ABA, many states revised their judicial conduct codes after White while trying to salvage the essence of their earlier regulatory regimes. This Article contends, however, that efforts to preserve potent constraints on judicial campaign speech are overwhelmingly doomed to failure. Whatever the merits of restrictions in the abstract, White has nullified their underlying premise: viz., that a state, having chosen to select judges through elections, can substantially modify the ordinary operation of principles governing political speech. Rather, White embodies rejection of the notion that states can insulate judicial campaign speech from these principles. It therefore appears likely that other provisions coming before the Court will receive the harsh scrutiny that almost invariably invalidates content-based restrictions on the speech of political candidates. In light of that philosophy, it is reasonable to expect that most attempts to curtail judicial candidates’ speech will suffer the same fate as Minnesota’s announce clause.

While a pessimistic forecast for judicial campaign restrictions is not novel, this Article examines their dim prospects from a variety of perspectives. Part I provides a brief overview of judicial elections and the evolution of campaign speech codes, the Court’s reasoning in White, and the decision’s aftermath. Part II characterizes White as one of a series of major decisions whose full implications have unfolded in phases. To support the thesis that White’s reach will far transcend the announce clause, this Part first argues that an expansive construction offers a more coherent explanation of the Court’s opinion than assuming leniency toward other restrictions. The pattern of lower court rulings confirms and reinforces this understanding of White. In addition, realistically considered, a hostile stance toward curbing judicial campaign expression appears more consistent with the ideological preferences of the Court’s majority. Finally,
I. JUDICIAL ELECTIONS, CAMPAIGN SPEECH LIMITATIONS, AND THE REACTION TO WHITE

The widespread selection of state judges through popular election forms the critical backdrop to White. That practice in turn has evoked special restrictions on judicial electioneering rooted in courts’ distinctive role under the separation of powers. White sent an emphatic though imprecise signal of the Court’s impatience with this justification for limiting judicial campaign speech. Scholars, states, courts, and bar associations have since sought to discern the ultimate contours of the power to regulate this expression.

A. An Elected Judiciary, its Critics, and the Progress of Campaign Speech Codes

Although various appointive systems of selecting state judges marked the nation’s early history, the mid-nineteenth century witnessed a widespread shift to judicial elections. The movement toward popular election is widely attributed to the Jacksonian democ-


ratic impulse of that period.\textsuperscript{14} Since then, the idea of judicial accountability to voters has had enduring appeal; judicial elections are now held in a variety of forms in thirty-nine states.\textsuperscript{15} By one oft-cited calculation, approximately eighty-seven percent of state judges stand for popular election at least once in their career.\textsuperscript{16}

Despite their popularity, elections have long been opposed as a means of choosing judges. Alexander Hamilton famously urged the lifetime appointment of judges to ensure their independence from both other branches and the popular will.\textsuperscript{17} While the Constitution implemented Hamilton’s proposal for the federal judiciary,\textsuperscript{18} state elections have left modern critics amplifying his concerns. Many regard judicial elections as incompatible with the independence and impartiality that judging requires.\textsuperscript{19} Observers have asserted an inevitable collision between a judge’s obligation to follow the law and a


\textsuperscript{17} THE FEDERALIST NO. 78 (Alexander Hamilton).

\textsuperscript{18} See U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2 (providing for appointment by president with advice and consent of the Senate); id. art. III, § 1 (providing that judges shall hold office “during good Behaviour”).

candidate’s need to court popularity. In some instances, it is suggested, judges succumb to the temptation to act politically rather than judicially. In particular, the threat of undue responsiveness to popular sentiment is framed as the “majoritarian difficulty” that arises when elected judges are called upon to protect unpopular liberties. In one view, resolution of cases by judges who must answer to the electorate inherently threatens—or even violates—due process. Even if judges can disregard the potential electoral consequences of their decisions, “the public’s confidence in the judiciary could be undermined simply by the possibility that judges would be unable to do so.” Moreover, voters are said to be insufficiently informed to make thoughtful choices among judicial candidates. Finally, the recent

---


sharp rise in judicial campaign spending has aroused suspicion that judicial decisions can be colored by a sense of obligation to contributors. 26

Dissatisfaction with the putative flaws of judicial elections has sparked repeated calls for replacing them with “merit selection” through appointment. Under this method, the governor selects a judge from a list compiled by a nonpartisan judicial nominating commission. 27 The ABA has conspicuously endorsed merit selection for decades. 28 As currently championed by the American Judicature Society, the system includes a concession to the desire for democratic accountability: viz., exposing judges to an uncontested retention election after a specified term. 29 Also known as the Missouri Plan, this approach was apparently endorsed by Justice O’Connor in her concurrence in White. 30 While sixteen states employ the Missouri plan or another appointment system, 31 the broader effort to supplant judicial elections with appointments has foundered on public resistance. A poll conducted in 2001 found that voters in states with elected judges overwhelmingly preferred election to appointment; 32 the resounding defeats of proposals in Ohio and Florida to switch from elective to appointive systems 33 appear to confirm this attitude.

Faced with the reality that “people want to elect judges,” 34 states have tried to deter campaign abuses through limitations on the speech of judicial candidates. Such restrictions, part of a general

27 Behrens & Silverman, supra note 19, at 301.
28 Id.
31 Anca Cornis-Pop, Republican Party of Minnesota v. White and the Announce Clause in Light of Theories of Judge and Voter Decisionmaking: With Strategic Judges and Rational Voters, the Supreme Court was Right to Strike Down the Clause, 40 WILLAMETTE L. REV. 123, 130 & n.45 (2004) (collecting states’ provisions for appointment).
code of judicial ethics, originated in the ABA’s 1924 Canons of Judicial Ethics.\textsuperscript{35} Hortatory and vague,\textsuperscript{36} this early version did not impose enforceable restraints on campaign expression.\textsuperscript{37} When the ABA replaced the 1924 canons with the Model Code of Judicial Conduct\textsuperscript{38} in 1972, however, the new canon on campaign activity contained considerably stronger language. Its key provision stated that “[a] candidate for judicial office should not make pledges or promises of conduct in office other than the faithful and impartial performance of the duties of the office; announce his views on disputed legal or political issues; or misrepresent his identity, qualifications, present position, or other fact.”\textsuperscript{39} Later, concern about potential overbreadth\textsuperscript{40} prompted the ABA to eliminate the announce clause. The 1990 revised Model Code\textsuperscript{41} instead prohibited candidates from making “statements that commit or appear to commit the candidate with respect to cases, controversies or issues that are likely to come before the court.”\textsuperscript{42} On the eve of the Court’s decision in \textit{White}, most states with elected judges had adopted “campaign speech restrictions patterned after” the 1972 or 1990 model canons.\textsuperscript{43}

These rules were driven by a belief that traditional campaign platforms conflict with the ideal of judicial neutrality. To attract support, a judicial candidate may make a commitment to decide a certain kind of case in a particular way.\textsuperscript{44} If elected, the successful candidate would presumably feel obligated to act in accordance with that commitment.\textsuperscript{45} Since judicial decisionmaking contemplates the unbiased consideration of evidence and arguments, such commitments represent “the antithesis of the judicial process.”\textsuperscript{46} Moreover, even

\textsuperscript{35} CANONS OF JUDICIAL ETHICS 30 (1924) (amended 1933).
\textsuperscript{36} See id. (providing, inter alia, that a candidate “should do nothing . . . to create the impression that if chosen, he will administer his office with bias, partiality or improper discrimination”).
\textsuperscript{38} MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (1972).
\textsuperscript{39} Id. Canon 7(B)(1)(c).
\textsuperscript{40} See MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT app. C (1990).
\textsuperscript{41} MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (1990) (amended 2003).
\textsuperscript{42} Id. Canon 5(A)(5)(d)(ii).
\textsuperscript{43} Republican Party of Minn. v. Kelly, 247 F.3d 854, 880, 880 nn.21–22 (8th Cir. 2001).
\textsuperscript{44} See Buckley v. Ill. Judicial Inquiry Bd., 997 F.2d 224, 228 (7th Cir. 1993).
\textsuperscript{46} Stephen Gillers, “If Elected, I Promise [ ]”—What Should Judicial Candidates Be Allowed to Say?, 35 IND. L. REV. 725, 726 (2002); see also Megan Sloane Gordon & Mat-
where judges remain unaffected by campaign assurances, the appearance of justice is said to suffer when judicial rulings coincide with candidate commitments. Nor will it be only losing parties who question whether they received "a fair hearing by an independent and impartial judge." Campaign stances on issues, it is argued, also undermine public confidence in the judiciary by fostering the perception of candidates as political aspirants rather than "impartial arbiters who follow the dictates of the law." Restrictions on candidates' campaign rhetoric have thus been explained as serving "[t]he state's interest in ensuring that judges be and appear to be neither antagonistic nor beholden to any interest, party, or person."

Notably, a strong sense of the judiciary's fundamentally distinct character informs these justifications for limiting campaign speech. Defenders of restrictions believe that a "critical difference" exists between the function of the judge and that of others in government. They contrast the representative capacity of legislators and executives with the obligation of judges to serve no constituency. While voters expect legislative and executive officials to abide by promises to enact certain policies, judges cannot be bound to specific outcomes in advance of trial or arguments. Those who attain legislative and execu-

---

47 Gerald Stern, The Changing Face of Judicial Elections, 32 Hofstra L. Rev. 1507, 1509 (2004) (asserting that "parties on the 'wrong' side of the issues" on which judges have committed themselves "cannot be confident that they will receive fair hearings").

48 Lloyd B. Snyder, The Constitutionality and Consequences of Restrictions on Campaign Speech by Candidates for Judicial Office, 35 UCLA L. Rev. 207, 214 (1987) (noting this justification for restrictions on campaign speech); see Stretton v. Disciplinary Bd. of Sup. Ct. of Pa., 944 F.2d 137, 142 (3d Cir. 1991) (stating as justification for announce clause that "[i]f judicial candidates during a campaign prejudge cases before them, the concept of impartial justice becomes a mockery"); Shepard, supra note 7, at 1067 (defending restrictions as helping judges to avoid "hurly-burly of sometimes political strife" and to "ensure that courts are perceived as even-handed institutions").


51 See, e.g., id. at 805 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting); Sarah Mathias, Electing Justice: A HANDBOOK OF JUDICIAL ELECTION REFORMS 5 (1990).

tive office rely on broad popular appeal; a crucial duty of the judge is to sustain minority rights in the teeth of popular hostility. In short, the very essence of a judge is not to be a politician, and campaign speech restrictions are seen as an important mechanism for preventing this confusion of roles.

Even before White, however, many judicial candidates disputed the sufficiency of this rationale. The 1990s alone produced over a dozen rulings on challenges to campaign speech restrictions. Early in the decade, results were roughly balanced between acceptance and rejection of arguments that these limitations trenched on protected speech. Decisions from the same part of the following decade, however, reflected increasing judicial animosity toward restrictions. An exception was the Eighth Circuit’s decision in Republican Party of Minnesota v. Kelly, sustaining Minnesota’s announce clause as narrowly construed. It was this holding that the Supreme Court overturned in White.

53 See United States v. Carolene Prods., 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938); Stern, supra note 47, at 1511 (stating that “basic, well-established rights are not subject to what a majority of voters want, and a judge’s loyalty must be to the law and ... not to the wishes of voters”).

54 Alan B. Morrison, The Judge Has No Robes: Keeping the Electorate in the Dark About What Judges Think About the Issues, 36 IND. L. REV. 719, 731 (2003) (citing proposition that judges “are not politicians, and they should not act like them” as supporting ban on pledges by judicial candidates).


58 Id. at 881–82 (interpreting prohibition as applying only to issues likely to come before the court).
B. The White Decision and its Repercussions

As noted earlier, the announce clause struck down in White prohibited a candidate for judicial office from “announce[ing] his or her views on disputed legal or political issues.” The challenge was originally brought by a former candidate for the Minnesota Supreme Court; he was later joined by the Minnesota Republican Party and others. In reviewing the clause, the Court proceeded on the Eighth Circuit’s premise—accepted by the parties—that this type of restriction warrants strict scrutiny. Minnesota was therefore obliged to demonstrate that the announce clause was narrowly tailored to serve its asserted compelling state interest in judicial impartiality and the appearance of impartiality. Although the court of appeals had reached just this conclusion, the Court found that the Eighth Circuit’s references to “impartiality” suffered from lack of definitional clarity. Accordingly, Justice Scalia’s opinion revolved around the interpretation of that term in the context of judicial behavior.

First, the Court considered the “traditional” meaning of judicial impartiality as the “lack of bias for or against either party to the proceeding.” While recognizing that due process requires this kind of impartiality, the Court found that the announce clause was not narrowly tailored to promote it. The Court distinguished between a restriction on speech “for or against particular parties” and the clause’s more expansive prohibition of speech “for or against particular issues.” Second, the Court entertained but rejected the notion of impartiality as “lack of preconception in favor of or against a particular legal view.” Even if the announce clause advanced this interest, the Court deemed this quality “neither possible nor desirable” in a judge; anyone qualified to serve as a judge will have formed views on

61 White, 536 U.S. at 774.
62 Id. at 774–75.
63 Kelly, 247 F.3d at 867.
64 White, 536 U.S. at 775.
65 Id. at 775.
66 Id. at 776.
67 Id.
68 Id at 777.
69 Id. at 778.
at least some legal issues. The Court addressed impartiality as meaning “openmindedness,” or the willingness to consider views opposed to the judge’s preconceptions. The Court declined to assess the strength of this interest because it did not believe that the Minnesota Supreme Court had adopted the announce clause for this purpose. Rather, the Court concluded, the clause was “so woefully underinclusive as to render belief in that purpose a challenge to the credulous.” Since the ban was confined to the election campaign, it omitted a vast range of opportunities for the announcement of views that might compromise openmindedness or its appearance.

While joining the Court’s opinion, Justices O’Connor and Kennedy wrote separately to sound additional themes. Concurring to express “concerns about judicial elections generally,” Justice O’Connor emphasized the threat to impartiality posed by judicial sensitivity to electoral consequences and contributors’ interests. Nevertheless, she concluded, a state that assumes these risks by continuing to hold judicial elections could not combat them through excessive restrictions on speech. Justice Kennedy, on the other hand, concurred to articulate a more far-reaching rationale than the Court’s for invalidating the announce clause. The relevant principle, he argued, was that “content-based speech restrictions that do not fall within any traditional exception should be invalidated without inquiry.” Accordingly, Minnesota’s restraint on political speech was per se unconstitutional.

Writing for the four dissenters, Justice Stevens attacked what he viewed as the two major fallacies of Court’s opinion: an underappraisal of the “importance of judicial independence and impartiality, and an assumption that judicial candidates should have the same

---

70 See White, 536 U.S. at 777–78; id. at 777 (stating that “it is virtually impossible to find a judge who does not have preconceptions about the law”).
71 Id. at 778.
72 Id. at 780.
73 See id. at 778–80; id. at 779 (observing that statements during campaigns amount to “an infinitesimal portion of the public commitments to legal positions that judges (or judges-to-be) undertake”).
74 Id. at 788 (O’Connor, J., concurring).
75 See id. at 788–90.
76 White, 536 U.S. at 792.
77 Id. at 793 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
78 See id. (calling direct restrictions on candidate speech “simply beyond the power of government”).
79 Justice Stevens was joined by Justices Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer in dissent. See generally id.
freedom” as campaigners for other offices “to express themselves on matters of current public importance.”

The “critical difference” between the functions of judges and of other public officials, Justice Stevens believed, defeated both of these assumptions. Also speaking for all the dissenters, Justice Ginsburg similarly emphasized that “judges perform a function fundamentally different” from that of elected representatives. Therefore, she argued, Minnesota was entitled to adopt an election process designed to safeguard the integrity of that function. In particular, she defended the announce clause as an indispensable adjunct to the state’s protection of due process through its pledges or promises clause. Absent the announce clause, candidates could easily circumvent the ban on pledges and promises by couching them in the language of announcements.

The split within the White Court was mirrored among commentators, whose reactions varied over the merit as well as the effect of the holding. Some echoed a lawyer for the plaintiffs in hailing the outcome as a signal victory for freedom of speech. Many others, however, denounced the decision in terms reminiscent of the dissenters in White. Numerous critics voiced their fear that the ruling could corrode judicial impartiality. In a similar vein, some accused

---

536 U.S. at 797 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (citation omitted).
81 Id. at 798.
82 Id. at 803 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
83 See id. at 808–09.
84 Id. at 816 (noting potential for due process violations from judicial candidate’s promise to rule certain way).
85 Id. at 819.
86 See Terry Carter, Judicial Races, Litigation Likely to Heat Up, A.B.A. J. E-REPORT, Oct. 2005 (quoting lawyer as stating that the Court held that the First Amendment “applies with full force” to judicial elections).
87 See James L. Swanson, Judicial Elections and the First Amendment: Freeing Political Speech, 2002 Cato Sup. Ct. Rev. 85, 86 (interpreting White as affirming that “we cannot have politics without robust and unfettered speech”); Morrison, supra note 54, at 719 (asserting that benefits from public’s learning candidates’ views on issues “far outweigh the possible negative effects of permitting those views to be expressed during an election campaign”); Edward Walsh, Curbs on Judicial Hopefuls Lifted, Wash. Post, June 28, 2002, at A10 (quoting legal director of the ACLU as expressing the organization’s concern that “the way to preserve judicial integrity is not to place restraints on candidates’ speech”); Peter Gregory Juetten, Note, Should They Stay or Should They Go: The Implications of Republican Party of Minnesota v. White on Restrictions of Speech During Judicial Election Campaigns, 56 Ark. L. Rev. 677, 695 (2005) (describing Minnesota’s justification for announce clause as “implausible rationale for restricting speech”).
88 See, e.g., Failinger, supra note 21, at 486–88; Raban, supra note 52, at 212; David Neil McCarty, Note, Walk Before They Make Us Run: Republican Party of Minnesota v. White and the Need for Judicial Reform in Mississippi, 23 Miss. C. L. Rev. 51, 65–66
the Court of slighting due process rights. Also much like the dis-

sent, a number of analyses faulted the Court for ignoring the distinc-
tions between judges and “politicians.” In addition, observers 
charged that the decision displayed an unrealistic grasp of election 
campaigns, encouraged interest groups’ efforts to gain influence 
with judges, and would diminish the caliber of judicial candidates. 
A prominent scholar sympathetic to campaign speech regulation, 
however, had a more nuanced assessment. While conceding that the 
announce clause improperly intruded on protected speech, Richard 
Briffault discussed how White might be reconciled with the validity 
of other restrictions. Much other commentary as well has been 
marked by varying degrees of optimism that White left other signifi-
cant restraints intact. At the same time, warnings of White’s poten-


97 See, e.g., Margaret H. Marshall, Dangerous Talk, Dangerous Silence: Free Speech, Judicial Independence, and the Rule of Law, 24 SYDNEY L. REV. 455, 467–68 (2002) (arguing that White “ignores an important distinction: Politicians break faith with the people when they abandon their advocacy. Judges break faith with the people when they abandon their neutrality.”); White, supra note 19, at 624; see also David G. Savage, Running Stance: Judicial Candidates Now Free to Sound off on Election Issues, 88 A.B.A. J. 32, 32 (2002) (quoting ABA president as calling White “a bad decision [that] will open a Pandora’s box’ and lead to ‘judicial candidates running for office by announcing their positions on particular issues’).


100 See, e.g., Schotland, Should Judges, supra note 15, at 8.


102 See id. at 209–33.

103 See, e.g., Francisco R. Maderal, Regulating Judicial Campaign Speech: Republican Party of Minnesota v. White on Remand, 19 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 809, 817–19 (2006); Katherine A. Moerke., Must More Speech be the Solution to Harmful Speech? Judicial Elec-
tial for sweeping invalidation of restrictions have emanated in some quarters.97

Revisions of state codes in the wake of *White* appeared to reflect a similar diversity of opinion about the decision’s ultimate scope. Some responses were quite modest: e.g., Kentucky’s proclamation that *White* did not affect its canon on judicial statements 98 and Tennessee’s replacing the state’s commentary on its commit clause without formally amending the provision. 99 In an obvious step, Pennsylvania hastened to retract its announce clause 100 before the provision suffered its Texas counterpart’s fate of post-*White* judicial disapproval. 101 *White*’s impact on judicial conduct codes, however, reached

---


well beyond the announce clause. Some states substantially trimmed the prohibitions imposed by their commit clause or pledge or promise clause. Others more drastically reduced their regulation of campaign speech. North Carolina, for example, eliminated its pledges or promises clause, lifted its ban on candidates’ personal solicitation of campaign contributions, and excluded misleading statements about a candidate’s opponent from its misrepresent clause.

The ABA’s recent revisions to the Model Code also bear signs of grappling with the uncertain implications of White. A manifest response to White in the provisionally amended 2003 Code was to define “impartiality” and “impartial” as “absence of bias or prejudice in favor of, or against, particular parties or classes of parties, as well as maintaining an open mind in considering issues that may come before the judge.” In addition, the new Code merged the commit clause with the pledges or promises clause, and simultaneously tightened the language of the latter. In place of the earlier ban on pledges or promises of conduct in office “other than the faithful and impartial performance of the duties of the office,” the Code tar-

---

102 See, e.g., CAL. CODE OF JUDICIAL ETHICS Canon 5B(1) (amended Dec. 22, 2003) (retaining ban on candidates’ statements “that commit the candidate with respect to cases, controversies, or issues that could come before the courts” but rescinding prohibition on statements that “appear to commit” the candidate).

103 See, e.g., Approval of Amendments to the Tex. Code of Judicial Conduct, No. 02-9167 (Tex. Aug. 22, 2002), available at http://www.supreme.courts.state.tx.us/MiscDocket/02/02916700.pdf (replacing ban on pledges or promises regarding judicial duties “other than the faithful and impartial performance of the duties of the office” with prohibition regarding “pending or impending cases, specific classes of cases, or specific propositions of law that would suggest to a reasonable person that the judge is predisposed to a probable decision within the scope of the pledge”).

104 See N.C. CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (amended Jan. 31, 2006). In the same action, the state also converted its admonition against “political activity inappropriate to [a judge’s] judicial office” to permission to “engage in political activity consistent with [a] judge’s status as a public official.” Id. For another instance of a state’s repealing major campaign speech restrictions, see Order Amending Preamble to Georgia Code of Judicial Conduct (Ga. Jan. 7, 2004), available at http://www.gasupreme.us/amended_rules/jqc_7_27_or.php (deleting Georgia’s pledges or promises clause). In a contrary movement, legislators in a number of states initiated efforts to eliminate or curtail judicial elections; these efforts generally failed. See Friedland, supra note 97, at 620 n.249 (summarizing attempts).

105 MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Terminology (2003); see Hon. Howland W. Abramson & Gary Lee, The ABA Model Code Revisions and Judicial Campaign Speech: Constitutional and Practical Implications, 20 TOURO L. REV. 729, 733 (2004) (attributing change to attempt “to eliminate the possibility that a future court would hold, like the majority in White, that ‘impartiality does not adequately serve the interest of openmindedness.’”) (citation omitted).

geted “pledges, promises, or commitments” concerning “cases, controversies, or issues . . . likely to come before the court” where such statements “are inconsistent with the [judge’s] adjudicative duties.” 107 Changes approved in the 2007 Code mark a further retreat from earlier restrictions, especially in the realm of political activities. Under the new rules, candidates for judicial office in partisan elections may identify themselves as candidates of a political organization, seek endorsements from political organizations, attend events sponsored by a political organization or candidate, establish a campaign committee, and communicate with the public through “any medium.” 108

Most telling of White’s impact, however, has been lower courts’ receptiveness to attacks on other judicial campaign speech restrictions. A number of these are discussed below, 109 but the fate of White itself on remand illustrates the trend. There, the Eighth Circuit confronted two provisions of Minnesota’s canons that had not been addressed by the Supreme Court. The state’s partisan activities clause had prohibited judicial candidates from identifying themselves as members of political organizations, attending political gatherings, or using endorsements. 110 Its solicitation clause had barred candidates from personally soliciting or accepting campaign contributions and from personally soliciting publicly stated support. 111 Considered “in light of White,” both clauses were deemed to fail strict scrutiny. 112

II. THE FORECAST FOR CAMPAIGN SPEECH RESTRICTIONS:
REASONS TO EXPECT ULTIMATE DEFEAT

Alternative modes of reading the White opinion can account for the diverse assessments of its meaning.Parsed carefully, with emphasis on its qualifications and specific reach, the opinion implies tolerance of restrictions that lack the precise defects of the announce clause. Extrapolation of the opinion’s central themes, on the other hand, points to a more ominous fate for most major campaign speech provisions. This Part argues that the flaw of a legalistic interpretation is not that it is illogical, but that its logic is too narrow. Viewing White through its essential outlook on judicial campaign

107 Id.
109 See infra Part II.C.
110 Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 416 F.3d 758, 745 (8th Cir. 2005) (citation omitted).
111 Id. (citation omitted).
112 Id. at 766.
speech produces a more realistic picture than the stitching together of hopeful constructions of isolated passages. An understanding of the decision as signaling broader hostility toward campaign speech limitations is supported by the pattern of federal court rulings since White. Moreover, the ideological sympathies of the Court’s majority appear to favor an expansive conception of judicial candidates’ First Amendment rights. Should the Court thus deal harshly with other restrictions, White will join those decisions whose wider implications were plausibly resisted but ultimately confirmed.

A. Competing Conceptions of White

While the White Court was unequivocal in its rejection of the announce clause, a search for intimations of more tolerant positions on other restraints yields several possibilities. First, of course, is the scope of the holding; addressing only the announce clause, the opinion did not purport to resolve the validity of other provisions. In particular, the Court took pains to reserve questions concerning the commit clause and the pledges or promises clause. Nor did the Court rule that future restrictions would necessarily be subjected to strict scrutiny. In reviewing the announce clause under that standard, the Court simply noted the parties’ acceptance of strict scrutiny as the proper test. Even where strict scrutiny might be appropriate, the opinion contains indications that it would not inevitably prove fatal. For example, the Court cited two decisions that identified restrictions on political speech deemed narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest. Moreover, the opinion left open a substantial range of interests that might qualify as compelling. The Court expressly rejected only one of three meanings of “impartiality” as not

---

113 The Court declined to consider other restrictions on judicial campaign speech challenged by the plaintiffs. See Republican Party of Minn. v. Kelly, 534 U.S. 1054, 1054 (2001) (confining grant of certiorari).

114 See Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 774 n.5 (2002) (“We do not know whether the announce clause (as interpreted by state authorities) and the 1990 ABA canon [the commit clause] are one and the same. No aspect of our constitutional analysis turns on this question.”); see also Briffault, supra note 94, at 215 (stating that “[i]t is highly implausible to suggest that ‘announce’ and ‘commit’ mean the same thing”).

115 The Court pointedly distinguished promises from announcements and noted that Minnesota’s pledges or promises clause “is not challenged here.” White, 536 U.S. at 780. Id. at 774; see infra Part II.B.2.

compelling, and did not foreclose consideration of other interests such as judicial independence and integrity. Finally, the White majority preserved the formal possibility of heightened regulatory authority in the sphere of judicial elections. In response to Justice Ginsburg’s accusation that the majority had adopted a “unilocular, ‘an election is an election,’ approach,” the Court declared that “we neither assert nor imply that the First Amendment requires campaigns for judicial office to sound the same as those for legislative office.”

In a sense, the doctrinal legacy of White rests on the meaning of this last disclaimer. To hopeful supporters of regulation, the passage hints at a willingness to countenance restrictions that, unlike the announce clause, are closely tailored to interests at stake in judicial elections. At least equally plausible, however, is a literal construction: viz., the case did not present an occasion for confronting whether speech principles developed for other elections must be generally imported into judicial races. That reading suggests the unprofitability of combing the opinion to detect what restrictions might technically fit within its interstices. In this view, the key to White’s significance lies in its basic conception of judging and politics. That conception, it appears, is of judicial decisionmaking as not so fundamentally different from other government functions that its elections

---

118 See 536 U.S. at 775–78 (finding that “lack of preconception in favor of or against a particular legal view” is not a compelling interest but declining to determine weight either of “lack of bias for or against either party” to an action or of “open-mindedness”).

119 See J.J. Gass, Brennan Ctr. for Justice, After White: Defending and Amending Canons of Judicial Ethics 8 (2004), http://www.brennancenter.org/resources/ji/ji4.pdf (stating that while the White majority regarded the parties as having used “impartiality” and “independence” interchangeably, the two concepts “should not be conflated”) (citing White, 536 U.S. at 775 n.6).

120 536 U.S. at 805 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).

121 536 U.S. at 783.

122 A comparison of City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989), and Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200 (1995), provides an instructive example of how hollow this kind of qualification can be. Croson neither asserted nor implied that racial classifications by the federal government would be scrutinized as harshly as those by state and local government; on the contrary, the opinions of Justices O’Connor and Scalia explicitly distinguished between the two levels of government in considering action that distributes benefits and burdens based on race. See Croson, 488 U.S. at 489–90; id. at 521–22 (Scalia, J., concurring). Yet, Adarand—with the endorsement of both Justices—ruled that the Equal Protection Clause categorically required the same level of scrutiny for all racial classifications. Adarand, 515 U.S. at 227 (holding that “all racial classifications, imposed by whatever federal, state, or local governmental actor, must be analyzed by a reviewing court under strict scrutiny”).
must be treated differently as well. Rather, elections for judges are still at bottom elections, and judicial candidates can claim substantially the same First Amendment protection as other participants in the legal arena. If this interpretation is correct, then *White* was only the first phase of the dismantling of judicial campaign speech regulation’s prevailing structure.

**B. White’s Denial of Judicial Exceptionalism**

Aside from its murky disclaimer, *White* betrays no consideration of modifying First Amendment principles for judicial elections. On the contrary, Justice Scalia’s opinion regards the state as accepting the ordinary operation of those principles when it chooses a system of elected judges. The opinion finds nothing peculiar to the judicial enterprise that warrants lesser protection for judicial candidates’ speech. This refusal to acknowledge judicial distinctiveness better explains the Court’s application of strict scrutiny than the parties’ stipulation to that standard. The vigor with which the standard is applied further displays the scant relevance of the judicial context, and suggests that most other restrictions would fare little better than the announce clause.

1. Judicial Candidates as Politicians Under the First Amendment

Prior to *White*, Professor Chemerinsky argued that when a state “make[s] . . . judicial candidates into politicians by requiring them to run for office,” they should have “the same basic right to free speech as all others standing for election.”\(^{123}\) While the Court’s opinion did not embrace this position in so many words, its logic points overwhelmingly in that direction. Justice Ginsburg touched the heart of the majority’s reasoning in objecting that “[j]udges are not politicians, and the First Amendment does not require that they be treated as politicians simply because they are chosen by popular vote.”\(^{124}\) Like the court below, she obviously sympathized with the aim of speech restrictions “to prevent judicial campaigns from becoming routine political contests.”\(^{125}\) The Court, however, squarely re-
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123 Chemerinsky, *Restrictions*, supra note 9, at 735.
124 *White*, 536 U.S. at 821 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting); see Lippman, supra note 96, at 140 (supporting campaign speech restrictions on ground that “a judge’s duties are wholly distinguishable from those of any politician”).
125 Republican Party of Minn. v. Kelly, 247 F.3d 854, 880 (8th Cir. 2001); see also Symposium, *Recent Changes in the Law of Judicial Elections*, 56 Mercer L. Rev. 815, 820–
nounced immunity of judicial elections from “routine” First Amendment tenets. For the majority, imposition of speech restrictions for the campaign period “sets our First Amendment jurisprudence on its head.”126 A state’s decision to elect its judiciary entails acceptance of the broader constitutional conditions for all elections: “If the State chooses to tap the energy and the legitimizing power of the democratic process, it must accord the participants in that process . . . the First Amendment rights that attach to their roles.”127

While Justice Scalia’s opinion did not draw on voting rights jurisprudence, the Court’s approach to elections under the Equal Protection Clause supplies an instructive parallel. There, too, the Court confronted the state’s choice to elect candidates to an office that could have been made appointive. Having chosen elections, the state is required to comply with the constitutional command of equality rather than withhold the franchise from those deemed insufficiently interested or qualified.128 It is true that the Court occasionally allows deviation from full equality for election to certain offices.129 In those instances, however, the Court contrasts the peculiarly narrow powers of the body involved to the more wide-ranging functions on which rigorous equality is premised.130 Justice Scalia in White, on the other hand, emphasized the similarities between judicial and legislative candidates for purposes of the First Amendment.131 He accused Jus-
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21 (2005) [hereinafter Recent Changes] (asserting that “I have yet to talk to a practitioner, a lawyer, a judge, or a policy specialist” who does not believe that the distinction between judicial and other elections is “a very great one”) (transcript remark of Barbara E. Reed). But see Swanson, supra note 87, at 103 (criticizing White dissenters as advocating view that “[e]lection campaigns deform judges into vote-seeking politicians”).

126 White, 536 U.S. at 781.

127 Id. at 788 (quoting Renne v. Geary, 501 U.S. 312, 349 (1991) (Marshall, J., dissenting)).

128 See, e.g., Kramer v. Union Free Sch. Dist., 395 U.S. 621 (1969) (invalidating law that confined voting in school district elections to owners or lessees of taxable real property and parents or custodians of children in public schools).

129 See, e.g., Ball v. James, 451 U.S. 355, 362–71 (1981) (upholding limitation of voting for directors of water district to landowners in proportion to number of acres owned); Salyer Land Co. v. Tulare Lake Basin Water Storage Dist., 410 U.S. 719 (1973) (upholding limitation on voting similar to those in Ball); see also Briffault, supra note 94, at 187–90 (arguing that such decisions furnish support for treating other judicial campaign speech restrictions differently from announce clause).

130 See, e.g., Salyer, 410 U.S. at 728.

131 Jacob McCrea, Comment, The First Amendment Allows a Candidate for Judicial Election to Announce His or Her Views on Disputed Legal or Political Issues: Republican Party of Minnesota v. White, 41 DUQ. L. REV. 425, 445 (2003) (endorsing White’s premise that
tice Ginsburg of “greatly exaggerat[ing] the difference between judicial and legislative elections.” Far from standing aloof from “representative government,” he asserted, state-court judges participate through their power to “make’ common law” and to interpret state constitutions. Acting in this “policy making capacity,” judges play an integral role in the representative enterprise. While a state may wish them to act more disinterested than other policymakers, it assumes the risk of real or perceived bias by subjecting them to elections.

White makes clear, then, that judicial elections resemble other political contests enough to trigger the constitutional corollaries of the electoral process. These preeminently include the right of candidates to convey, and voters to receive, information relevant to the electorate’s ability to make an informed choice. The opinion recites an earlier pronouncement that “debate on the qualifications of candidates’ is ‘at the core of our electoral process and of the First Amendment freedoms.’ Thus, under the First Amendment, the state may not “leav[e] the principle of elections in place while preventing candidates from discussing what the elections are about.” Given the Court’s acknowledgement of judicial policy formulation, these principles leave little disparity between judicial candidates’ freedom to express their intentions and the platforms on which can-

judicial candidates “are not sufficiently different” from others “to justify a broad, content-based restriction on their freedom of speech during an election”).

132 White, 536 U.S. at 784.
133 Id. (quoting id. at 806 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting)).
134 Id. 784 n.12.
135 See Snyder, supra note 48, at 244 (asserting that differences between judges and other public officials “ultimately . . . are a matter of degree”).
136 See White, 536 U.S. at 792 (O’Connor, J., concurring) (stating that “[i]f the State has a problem with judicial impartiality, it is largely one the State brought upon itself through the election of judges); see also Republican Party of Minn. v. Kelly, 247 F.3d 854, 886 (8th Cir. 2001) (Beam, J., dissenting) (indicating that Minnesotans’ repeated insistence on popular control over the state’s judiciary undermines the state’s assertion of interest in independent judiciary).
137 See White, 536 U.S. at 782 (stating that “[w]e have never allowed the government to prohibit candidates from communicating relevant information to voters during an election”); accord Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 52-53 (1976) (stating that candidates for public office have a “right to engage in the discussion of public issues” and “to make their views known”).
139 Id. at 788.
candidates for other offices appeal to voters. Just as the electorate will want to know a legislative candidate’s positions on the issues of the day, so too will it want to learn the views and values that would inform an aspiring judge’s exercise of discretion. And as the Court noted, its curiosity will not be satisfied by abstractions like the candidate’s commitment to “strict construction.” To a large measure, judicial elections “are about” the candidates’ differences on more specific questions.

2. The Sweeping Scope of Strict Scrutiny

The formal ambiguity surrounding White’s broader framework includes the question of scrutiny. The Court’s treatment of this issue bears quoting: “The Court of Appeals concluded that the proper test to be applied to determine the constitutionality of such a restriction is what our cases have called strict scrutiny; the parties do not dispute that this is correct.” On the surface, the opinion’s adoption of strict scrutiny thus appears merely contingent. The opinion as a whole, however, points to the decision’s establishment of strict scrutiny as the standard of review for all restrictions on judicial campaign speech.

To begin with, the Court’s brief explanation does not necessarily mean that it applied strict scrutiny simply because the parties stipulated to that standard. Textually and logically, the passage could well reflect the Court’s endorsement of strict scrutiny without elaboration due to lack of contention on this question. After all, it would seem curious even in this context for Justice Scalia to describe as “correct” a legal doctrine with which he disagreed. It seems even more unlikely that the Court would apply a standard that it considered inappropriate because that standard had the parties’ support. A stipulation that racial classifications receive rationality review, for ex-

140 See Allen, supra note 89, at 226 (lamenting that with the White decision, “the judicial branch is becoming more like the executive and legislative branch [sic]”).
141 See Grodin, supra note 14, at 1975 (1988) (criticizing the concept of “the judge as Hercules, eschewing all ‘policy’ judgments, and searching out and applying objectively ascertainable ‘principles’ inherent in the institutions and enactments of society”); Morrison, supra note 54, at 732 (describing judge’s “basic values, principles, and preferences” as a “prism” through which a judge interprets authorities).
142 See White, 536 U.S. at 773.
143 Id. at 788.
144 Id. at 774 (citations omitted).
145 See In re Watson, 794 N.E.2d 1, 6 (N.Y. 2003) (arguing that the White Court “did not decide what level of review was applicable . . . but applied strict scrutiny because the parties agreed on that standard”).
ample, would hardly be binding on the Court. On questions of federalism and separation of powers, the Court has not found decisive other branches’ mutual acceptance of the allocation of authority. No obvious reason recommends itself for deferring to parties’ understanding of proper scrutiny. Moreover, even if the Court were uncertain and applied a standard assuming *arguendo* that it was correct, selecting the most stringent review would clash with settled doctrines of constitutional adjudication. Where a statute’s validity is in doubt, the Court has long favored paths that preserve the legislation; application of strict scrutiny in the face of ambivalence toward review would depart from this principle.

More broadly, the language of the opinion and the authority on which it rests reflect systemic adoption of strict scrutiny more than an ad hoc accession to the parties’ view. At the outset of its analysis, the Court characterizes the announce clause as “prohibit[ing] speech on the basis of its content and burden[ing] a category of speech that is ‘at the core of our First Amendment freedoms.’” This classification alone implicates constitutional traditions conferring the highest level of protection on speech. Indeed, the opinion relies heavily on decisions involving heightened scrutiny of restrictions on political speech—so much so that Justice Ginsburg objected to the Court’s

---


*147* *Crowell v. Benson*, 285 U.S. 22, 62 (1932) (describing as “cardinal principle” that in such circumstances the Court “will first ascertain whether a construction of the statute is fairly possible by which the [constitutional] question may be avoided”), cited in *Ashwander v. Tenn. Valley Auth.*, 297 U.S. 288, 346 (1936) (Brandeis, J., concurring).

*148* 536 U.S. at 774 (quoting *Kelly*, 247 F.3d at 863).

*149* See *Ashcroft v. ACLU*, 542 U.S. 656, 661 (2004) (stating that the Constitution “demands that content-based restrictions on speech be presumed invalid, and that the government bear the burden of showing their constitutionality”); *United States v. Playboy Entm’t Group, Inc.*, 529 U.S. 803, 813 (2000) (stating that since statute at issue is “a content-based speech restriction, it can stand only if it satisfies strict scrutiny”); *Buckley v. Valeo*, 424 U.S. 1, 14 (1976) (stating that First Amendment “affords the broadest protection” to “[d]iscussion of public issues and debate on the qualifications of candidates”); *Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy*, 401 U.S. 265, 271 (1971) (stating that “it can hardly be doubted” that the First Amendment “has its fullest and most urgent application precisely to the conduct of campaigns for political office”) (citations omitted); see generally ALEXANDER MEIKLEJOHN, *FREE SPEECH AND ITS RELATION TO SELF-GOVERNMENT* (1948).

“unrelenting reliance on decisions involving contests for legislative and executive posts.” The Court’s response, while repeating that judicial and legislative campaigns were not necessarily being equated, assumed the appropriateness of strict scrutiny:

Even if the First Amendment allows greater regulation of judicial election campaigns than legislative election campaigns, the announce clause still fails strict scrutiny because it is woefully underinclusive . . . . We rely on the cases involving speech during elections only to make the obvious point that this under inclusiveness cannot be explained by resort to the notion that the First Amendment provides less protection during an election campaign than at other times.

The opinion thus allows the possibility that judicial campaign restrictions could entail consideration of distinctive interests, but does not retreat from strict scrutiny in conducting that calculus. The stringency of that review far outweighs any concession to the relevance of the judicial setting.

White’s tenor bolsters the inference that it is adopting strict scrutiny for judicial campaign regulation generally. A pronounced skepticism of motive pervades the opinion. The Court mocked the argument that the state seeks to foster openmindedness, and instead concluded that the real purpose of the announce clause is to undermine judicial elections. This exploration of actual motive, usually avoided in free speech challenges, is best explained by the presumptive invalidity of content-based restrict-

deendorsements of primary candidates)); Id. at 775, 782 (citing Brown v. Hartlage, 456 U.S. 45 (1982) (overturning state’s nullification of election victory on grounds of candidate’s impermissible campaign promises)); Id. at 782 (citing Wood v. Georgia, 370 U.S. 375 (1962) (reversing contempt conviction for criticism of grand jury investigation of alleged racial bloc voting in primary election)); Id. at 785, 787 (citing McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 514 U.S. 334 (1995) (invalidating statute banning distribution of anonymous political campaign literature)); Id. at 786 (citing Burson v. Freeman, 504 U.S. 191 (1992) (involving ban on campaigning within 100 feet of a polling place)).

151 Id. at 806 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
152 Id. at 783 (majority opinion) (citation omitted).
153 See Buckley v. Ill. Judicial Inquiry Bd., 997 F.2d 224, 228 (7th Cir. 1993) (acknowledging that judges “remain different from legislators and executive officials . . . . in ways that bear on the strength of the state’s interest in restricting their freedom of speech” while invalidating state’s announce clause and pledges or promises clause).
154 See supra notes 71–72 and accompanying text.
155 See 536 U.S. at 782.
tions under strict scrutiny. Nor does the opinion suggest that its willingness to conduct a probing review will be confined to its consideration of the announce clause in that case. Indeed, courts since White have widely assumed the applicability of strict scrutiny to a variety of restrictions on judicial campaign speech. Their belief further supports this construction as the natural reading of White.

3. Strict Scrutiny’s Devastating Effect

Even assuming strict scrutiny, defenders of judicial campaign speech restrictions can argue that the White Court did not intend that standard to be “strict in theory but fatal in fact.” The Court’s citation to two cases that describe means by which speech descriptions can survive strict scrutiny lends some credence to this position. As White itself demonstrates, however, regulation of judicial candidates’ expression can generally be distinguished from the circumstances set forth in those opinions. More importantly, the key analytical elements of White’s brand of scrutiny bode ill for most attempts to limit campaign speech.

a. Unhelpful Precedent

The Court in White perhaps unavoidably acknowledged its earlier decision in Burson v. Freeman. Applying strict scrutiny, the Burson Court found that Tennessee’s ban on election-day campaigning around polling places was narrowly tailored to its compelling interests in shielding voters from “confusion and undue influence” and in pro-
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158 See, e.g., Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 416 F.3d 738, 749 (8th Cir. 2005) (applying strict scrutiny to prohibitions on certain partisan activities and personally soliciting campaign contributions); Weaver v. Bonner, 309 F.3d 1312, 1319 (11th Cir. 2002) (applying strict scrutiny to misrepresentation clause and bans on solicitation of campaign funds and publicly stated support); Kan. Judicial Watch v. Stout, 440 F. Supp. 2d 1209, 1229–31, 1236–38 (D. Kan. 2006) (applying strict scrutiny to pledge or promises clause, commit clause, and provisions restricting solicitation of campaign contributions, publicly stated support, or signatures on nomination petitions); N.D. Family Alliance, Inc. v. Bader, 361 F. Supp. 2d 1021, 1036 (D. N.D. 2005) (applying strict scrutiny to commit and pledges or promises clauses).
159 White, 416 F.3d at 786 & n.25 (8th Cir. 2005) (Gibson, J., dissenting) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted).
160 504 U.S. 191 (1992), cited in Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 786 (2002). The Eighth Circuit pointed to Burson as “an example of the type of corroborating evidence that can support a speech restriction subject to strict scrutiny.” Republican Party of Minn. v. Kelly, 247 F.3d 854, 879 (8th Cir. 2001).
tecting the “integrity and reliability” of the electoral process. In distinguishing that outcome, the White Court did not argue that Tennessee’s restriction on campaign speech presented a much closer fit between means and end than Minnesota’s announce clause. Instead, the opinion emphasized an aspect of Tennessee’s prohibition that the Burson majority had not: viz., the longstanding existence and widespread adoption of such bans. The Court’s reliance on this distinction has ominous implications for much judicial campaign regulation. While the announce clause suffered from a lack of both popularity and longevity, other restrictions seem likely to suffer at least from the latter failing. In the Court’s depiction, the “practice of prohibiting speech by judicial candidates on disputed issues” —a category that could be taken to include the pledges or promises and commit clauses—”is neither long nor universal.”

Language from another case mentioned by the White Court, Brown v. Hartlage, offers comparably meager support to advocates of campaign speech limitations. The Court in Brown did acknowledge that “some kinds of promises made by a candidate to voters . . . may be declared illegal without constitutional difficulty.” However, that is not the proposition for which Justice Scalia cited the decision in White. Rather, his opinion invoked Brown for its articulation of strict scrutiny and disapproval of governmental attempts to dictate the agenda of political campaigns. Moreover, the passage quoted has direct relevance only to the pledges or promises clause, and even there its potency is diluted by its status as dicta. In fact, the holding in Brown militates against restrictions; the Court overturned a state’s voiding of an election based on the victor’s having made a pledge that (unbeknownst to the candidate) state law would have barred him from fulfilling. Furthermore, the example of a proscribable promise furnished in Brown—to provide payment in exchange for
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161 Burson, 504 U.S. at 198–99.
162 Burson, 504 U.S. at 214–16 (Scalia, J., concurring), cited in White, 536 U.S. at 786–87.
163 White, 536 U.S. at 786.
164 Id. at 785.
165 456 U.S. 45 (1982); White, 536 U.S. at 775, 782 (citing Brown).
166 Brown, 456 U.S. at 55.
167 White, 536 U.S. at 775 (citing Brown, 456 U.S. at 45, 54).
168 White, 536 U.S. at 782 (citing Brown, 456 U.S. at 60).
169 Brown, 456 U.S. at 60–62.
votes—is far removed from the central concerns of the pledges or promises clause.171

Finally, Justice Scalia’s opinion implicitly dismisses the significance of one other line of authority to the cause of judicial campaign speech restrictions. The Eighth Circuit looked to Court decisions sustaining limits on campaign contributions,172 and others have also argued that the rationale of those holdings similarly supports limitations on judicial campaign expression.173 The Court in White did not trouble to rebut this analogy, but doubtless could have done so. For example, it could have found that the actual and perceived corruption spawned by unrestrained campaign donations finds no counterpart in the effects of judicial candidates’ representations.174 To the extent that tension exists between these doctrines, however, it seems likely that the Court’s protection of freedom to participate in political campaigns will prevail.175

b. The Slim Roster of Compelling Interests

White displays both a narrow conception of impartiality and resistance to treating other interests as compelling. The prospects of a campaign speech limitation at issue are therefore clouded even before the question of narrow tailoring is considered. While the Court implied that preventing bias for or against a party qualifies as compelling,176 the opinion takes a strenuously literal view of that interest. Justice Scalia emphatically distinguished between bias toward parties and bias concerning issues,177 and left no doubt that a candidate was entitled to exhibit the latter. Although a party advancing a position

170 Id. at 54.
171 See infra Part III.B.
173 See, e.g., Briffault, supra note 94, at 190, 201–02, 212–13, 225, 228, 231–32. In addition to the cases noted at supra note 172, Briffault discusses McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93 (2003), decided the term after White.
176 See White, 536 U.S. at 775–76 (noting cases in which impartiality in the sense of judge’s lacking this bias was found “essential to due process”).
177 Id. at 776.
adverse to that taken by the judge as a candidate can anticipate defeat of that position, this result does not show animosity or favoritism toward a particular party; “every party taking that position is just as likely to lose.” The Court thus effectively rejected the argument that a judicial candidate’s stance on an issue can amount to bias against parties because it implies prejudice against a class of litigants.

The White Court seemed equally disinclined to regard the appearance of impartiality, however understood, as a freestanding compelling interest. Rather, any stake in maintaining that interest seems strictly derivative of the substantive interest with which the image of impartiality is associated. After determining that lack of preconception toward a legal view did not deserve recognition as a compelling interest, the Court dismissively rejected the state’s interest in the appearance of such neutrality; there would be no point in “pretending” that this type of impartiality is worthy of preservation. In contrast, the dissenting opinions dwelt on the importance of “the public’s confidence in the integrity and impartiality” of the courts and of their “reputation for impartiality and openmindedness.”

The prospects for reliance on judicial independence as a compelling interest are apparently likewise dim. First, it is not even clear that the White majority considered independence to be a discrete interest apart from impartiality. At least in the litigation before it, the Court perceived the two terms as employed interchangeably. Even if judicial independence is granted to exist separate and distinct from impartiality, the Court is unlikely to ascribe much weight to that interest in this context. Justice Scalia’s opinion implies that the state
has already compromised, if not forfeited, a strong interest in judicial independence by holding judges accountable to voters. For example, he rejects the argument that the announce clause shields judges from compulsion to conform their rulings to campaign pronouncements, observing that “elected judges—regardless of whether they have announced any views beforehand—always face the pressure of an electorate who might disagree with their rulings and therefore vote them off the bench.”

Nor should proponents of restrictions expect the Court’s to be receptive of arguments invoking other interests such as judicial integrity. Even a notable defender of campaign speech restraints has conceded that it is dubious to single out judges’ integrity as requiring protection through curbs on political expression.

c. The Alternative of Recusal

As noted earlier, the White Court did not determine the weight of the state’s interest in judicial openmindedness because the announce clause did not seem designed to achieve that purpose. The opinion’s sparse references to the nature of this interest offer little encouragement that the Court would consider it compelling. Justice Scalia characterized this meaning of impartiality as “not a common one,” and allowed only that openmindedness and its appearance “may well be . . . desirable in the judiciary.” Even assuming that openmindedness qualifies as compelling, however, it would be difficult to craft campaign speech restrictions narrowly tailored to serve that interest. Two obstacles in particular stand in the way: the availability of disqualification or recusal as a less restrictive alternative, and the dilemma posed by the Court’s approach to underinclusiveness.

Justice Kennedy’s concurrence hints at why speech restrictions may be found unnecessary to foster openmindedness or any other interest championed by the state. While spurning state attempts to “censor what the people hear” about judicial candidates, Justice Kennedy recognized its power to “adopt recusal standards more rigorous than due process requires.” Under this line of reasoning, even the
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186 536 U.S. at 782.
187 See Briffault, supra note 94, at 220.
188 See supra notes 71–72 and accompanying text.
189 536 U.S. at 778.
190 Id. at 794 (Kennedy, J., concurring). Traditionally, “recusal” refers to a judge’s voluntary removal from a case, while “disqualification” results from a party’s motion
suppression of campaign expression deemed incompatible with openmindedness or its appearance would not pass strict scrutiny. Instead, a judge whose campaign statement betrayed implacable bias could be replaced by an openminded judge as an alternative less restrictive of speech.\textsuperscript{191} Admittedly, recusal may operate as a less than ideal solution. The standards governing recusal and disqualification can be hazy,\textsuperscript{192} parties may be deterred from seeking reassignment by fear of alienating the judge if unsuccessful, and a regime of liberal disqualification could generate substantial costs.\textsuperscript{193} Moreover, provisions patterned after the ABA Model Code, disqualifying a judge from a case if the judge’s impartiality “might reasonably be questioned,”\textsuperscript{194} may be challenged on grounds of overbreadth\textsuperscript{195} or chilling political expression\textsuperscript{196} if applied to campaign speech. Still, courts since \textit{White} have cited the availability of recusal as obviating the need for speech restrictions,\textsuperscript{197} while recusal provisions like that in the Model Code have withstood facial challenges.\textsuperscript{198}

\textsuperscript{191} \textit{See} Friedland, \textit{supra} note 97, at 613–14; \textit{see also} Joanna Cohn Weiss, \textit{Note, Tough on Crime: How Campaigns for State Judiciary Violate Criminal Defendants’ Due Process Rights}, 81 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1101, 1126–35 (2006) (arguing for mandatory recusal in criminal cases of judges who conducted “tough-on-crime” election campaigns); \textit{In re Enforcement of Rule 2.03, Canon 5.B(1)(c), Campaign Conduct (Mo. July 18, 2002) (en banc), available at http://www.courts.mo.gov (search “campaign conduct”) (stating that recusal or disqualification may be required “in cases that involve an issue about which the judge has announced his or her views”).}

\textsuperscript{192} \textit{See} MONROE H. FREEDMAN & ABBE SMITH, UNDERSTANDING LAWYERS’ ETHICS § 9.06 (2d ed. 2002).

\textsuperscript{193} \textit{See Friedland, supra note 97, at 614.}


\textsuperscript{195} \textit{See Abramson & Lee, supra note 105, at 733–34; see also} Matthew D. Besser, \textit{Note, May I Be Recused? The Tension Between Judicial Campaign Speech and Recusal After Republican Party of Minnesota v. White, 64 OHIO ST. L.J. 1197, 1218–25 (2003) (arguing that judges are not required to recuse themselves from cases involving issues that they permissibly addressed during campaign).}

\textsuperscript{196} \textit{See Matthew J. Medina, Note, The Constitutionality of the 2003 Revisions to Canon 3(E) of the Model Code of Judicial Conduct, 104 COLUM. L. REV. 1072, 1073, 1102-07 (2004) (arguing that the provision in the 2003 ABA Model Code requiring disqualification of a judge who has made any “public statement that commits, or appears to commit, the judge with respect to” an “issue” or “controversy” in a case is impermissibly overbroad and vague) (citation omitted).}

Even if legal and practical barriers undermine recusal’s utility, another aspect of the White Court’s reasoning will likely thwart restrictions intended to safeguard against threats to openmindedness. As noted earlier, the incongruity between the aim of ensuring openmindedness and the scope of Minnesota’s ban on announcing views left the Court unwilling to ascribe this purpose to the rule.\textsuperscript{199} In barring announcements “only at certain times and in certain forms,”\textsuperscript{200} the rule left judges and aspiring judges free to state their views in a wide range of forums similarly incompatible with judicial openmindedness.\textsuperscript{201} The condemnation of underinclusiveness here contrasts with a more tolerant approach taken by the Court elsewhere.\textsuperscript{202} In particular, the Court rejected the contention that the ban’s selectivity was justified by the uniquely heightened threat to openmindedness posed by campaign statements.\textsuperscript{203}

This robust notion of underinclusiveness augurs poorly for other restrictions, especially the commit clause. Like the announce clause, the commit clause targets statements during the campaign while allowing expressions of commitment outside the period of candidacy.\textsuperscript{204} In addition, although White did not address the commit clause, its


\textsuperscript{199}See supra notes 71–72 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{200}Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 783 (2002).

\textsuperscript{201}See id. at 779–80; see also Snyder, supra note 48, at 230 (objecting that restriction of campaign speech “prohibits one type of public pronouncement of judicial candidates but ignores numerous other types of public pronouncements that may have equal or greater impact on judicial impartiality”).


\textsuperscript{203}White, 536 U.S. at 780–81; see S. Graham Simmons III, Note, “I am Pro-Choice, Pro-Union and I Oppose Capital Punishment—I Want You to Elect Me to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court”: Is this the Future of Pennsylvania’s Judicial Elections?, 48 Vill. L. Rev. 911, 948 (2003) (asserting that “[o]ne cannot truly expect to preserve public confidence in judicial impartiality when judges are prohibited from announcing their views on divisive issues solely during election campaigns”). \textit{But see} Bogard, supra note 91, at 14 (asserting that statements made “during the heat of a campaign” are “light years away from those made at any other time”).

\textsuperscript{204}See Begaye, supra note 96, at 467 (stating that the commitment clause “does not cast the net wide enough to include within its prohibitions persons who have or will commit themselves to issues before and after a judicial election”).
prospects appear darkened by Justice Scalia’s choice of words in underlining the incomplete reach of the announce clause: “Before they arrive on the bench . . . judges have often committed themselves on legal issues that they must later rule upon.” Bans on partisan activities during a campaign appear similarly susceptible to charges of underinclusiveness. The pledges or promises clause, on the other hand, may be somewhat less vulnerable to this attack; the White Court granted the possibility that promissory statements during a campaign may carry a special resonance with voters. Even that concession, however, hardly amounted to an unqualified endorsement. Rather, the Court acknowledged that it “might be plausible, perhaps,” that campaign promises present a special danger to openmindedness. Besides other potential problems with the pledges or promises clause, it is not hard to envision the Court’s identifying promises beyond the clause’s proscription that arguably jeopardize openmindedness. For example, the clause does not forbid expression by third parties that could be construed as a pledge on behalf of a candidate to rule in a particular way. Of course, pledges or promises by third parties presumably do not bind a candidate in the public’s eyes as firmly as do the candidates’ own statements. However, given the White Court’s cynical view of campaign promises—“the least binding form of human commitment”—that difference might be considered slight. Moreover, experience with political advertisements by “independent” committees does not encourage confidence in voters’ ability to distinguish between statements authorized by a candidate and those sponsored by others.

---

205 White, 536 U.S. at 779 (emphasis added).
206 See Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 416 F.3d 738, 758 (8th Cir. 2005) (finding underinclusive a regulation “requiring a candidate to sweep under the rug his overt association with a political party for a few months during a judicial campaign, after a lifetime of commitment to that party”); Begaye, supra note 96, at 470 (asserting that the political activity clause suffers from the same type of underinclusiveness as Minnesota’s announce clause).
207 See White, 416 F.3d at 780.
208 Id.
209 See infra Part III.B.
210 536 U.S. at 780.
211 Gillers, supra note 46, at 732–33 (disputing the distinction between candidate speech and speech of third parties as grounds for restricting judicial candidates’ freedom to speak about particular legal issues).
A finding of underinclusiveness is devastating for judicial campaign speech restrictions because the theoretical cure for this defect is not available in practice. In principle, underinclusiveness can be remedied by the imposition of a more comprehensive restriction. With judicial campaigning, however, extending restraints on candidates’ speech would inevitably produce impermissible overbreadth. The White opinion’s examples of relevant speech, untouched by the announce clause, show the impossibility of widely banning threats to openmindedness without infringing heavily on protected expression. As the Court noted, the clause left judicial candidates free to announce their views on legal issues in books, speeches, classes that they teach, and—in the case of sitting judges—even prior judicial opinions. It is inconceivable, of course, that a state could forbid or even contemplate forbidding all these modes of expression. Indeed, in the case of the announce clause, it would be impossible to expunge statements of views that a judicial candidate innocently made prior to pursuing office. Likewise, it would be absurd to require of judicial candidates either that they had never engaged in partisan activity or that they somehow retroactively repudiate such behavior. Again, the case for the pledges or promises clause is somewhat closer; candidates would presumably issue no meaningful promises before launching their campaign. However, if the Court did find even that clause underinclusive for failure to cover third parties as noted above, expanding the clause’s scope to encompass those promises would raise serious First Amendment concerns. Thus, most, if not all, significant restrictions on judicial campaign speech will likely be caught between the Scylla of overinclusiveness and the Charybdis of overbreadth.  

http://csed.byu.edu/Publications/Dictum.doc, at 1, 11 (finding that audience’s “clear perception is that election issue ads come from candidates or parties and not from interest groups”).

213 The quandary arising from White’s approach to underinclusiveness resembles the implications of criticism of a race-conscious admissions program by dissenters in Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003). In an opinion expressing the views of four of the five justices in the White majority, Chief Justice Rehnquist voiced incredulity that the University of Michigan Law School’s attention to race and ethnicity could be explained by its professed goal of achieving “critical mass” for underrepresented minorities in its student body. Id. at 379 (Rehnquist, C.J., joined by Scalia, Kennedy, and Thomas, J.J., dissenting). As proof, he pointed to marked disparities over a six-year period in the number of African-American, Hispanic, and Native American applicants admitted to the school. Id. at 381–86. In a sense, the dissenters regarded failure to extend the relatively generous admission of African-Americans to the latter two groups as tellingly “underinclusive.” At the same time, however, it is unimaginable that these justices would have approved a commitment to admitting all three groups in numbers similar to those of admitted African-American applicants during
C. Lower Court Auguries

Commentators who favor restrictions on judicial campaign speech can indulge their optimism about the possibilities for restraints conceivably left by *White*. Judges confronted with actual cases and the prospect of reversal, however, must take a clear-eyed look at the underlying message of that decision. In federal courts, they have overwhelmingly found challenged restrictions to violate *White*’s command. While consensus among federal courts does not inevitably presage Court holdings, there is no reason here to believe that lower courts have routinely misread the *White* Court’s intent. Rather, this striking pattern reinforces the logical interpretation of Justice Scalia’s opinion as signaling broad opposition to limitations on judicial candidates’ speech. As already noted, lower courts have generally embraced the most speech-protective interpretations of *White*: categorical strict scrutiny, reliance on recusal as a substitute for limiting speech, and rigorous application of the underinclusiveness doctrine. This searching review has resulted in the invalidation of numerous state campaign provisions: the commit clause, the pledges or promises clause, the solicitation clause, the partisan activities clause, and the misrepresentation clause. The adverse tenor of that period. Instead, such an admissions policy would doubtless have been condemned as an invalid “quota.” See, e.g., id. at 389 (Kennedy, J., dissenting) (equating “critical mass” with “quotas”). Thus, in both settings a strong version of underinclusiveness appears to place the state in a pincer between going too far and not going far enough.


See supra Part II.B.2.

See supra Part II.B.3.c.

See supra Part II.B.3.d.


See supra Part II.B.2.

See, e.g., Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 416 F.3d 738, 763–66 (8th Cir. 2005); Weaver v. Bonner, 309 F.3d 1312, 1319–23 (11th Cir. 2002); Stout, 440 F. Supp. 2d at 1235–38.

See, e.g., Spargo v. N.Y. State Comm’n on Judicial Conduct, 244 F. Supp. 2d 72, 88–90 (N.D.N.Y.), rev’d on other grounds, 351 F.3d 65 (2d Cir. 2003).

Weaver, 309 F.3d at 1319–22.
these courts’ decisions often highlights their dissatisfaction with the restrictions before them. On remand, for example, the Eighth Circuit found that Minnesota’s solicitation and political activities clauses operated not just to dampen but to “kill” rights of association and political speech. 225

It is true that some courts have not shied from enforcing campaign limitations since White, the source of this support, however, offers small comfort to proponents of restrictions. In a pair of companion cases, the New York Court of Appeals sustained the constitutionality of the state’s pledges or promises clause 224 and political activities clause. 226 Shortly before, the Florida Supreme Court similarly denied challenges to its commit clause and pledges or promises clause. 227 The obvious link among these holdings is that, in contrast to the above-cited decisions invalidating restrictions, they were issued by state supreme courts. 228 Of course, the determinations of state court judges are not inherently suspect when they clash with those of federal counterparts. In this instance, however, a sound basis exists for crediting the federal judiciary with a more dispassionate view of constitutional doctrine. State high courts typically promulgate the very canons of judicial conduct whose legitimacy they adjudicate, 229 as occurred in the New York and Florida cases. It would be natural for them to confer an exceptionally high presumption of validity on their handiwork. Federal courts, on the other hand, have no such psychological or institutional investment in the campaign speech restraints that they review. Accordingly, their nearly uniform rejection of restrictions since White should receive comparatively greater weight.

225 White, 416 F.3d at 746.
224 In re Watson, 794 N.E.2d 1, 5–8 (N.Y. 2003) (per curiam).
227 In re Kinsey, 842 So. 2d 77, 85–87 (Fla. 2003).
228 See also In re Dunleavy, 838 A.2d 338, 351 (Me. 2003) (Maine Supreme Judicial Court’s upholding a provision forbidding sitting judges to solicit support for political candidates or purchasing tickets to political dinners or functions).
230 See In re Code of Judicial Conduct, 643 So. 2d 1037 (Fla. 1994); N.Y. RULES OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT (codified at N.Y. COMP. R. & REGS. tit. 22, § 100 (2006)).
D. The Majority’s Hostility to Campaign Speech Restrictions:
A Realistic Assessment

One of the striking features of Justice Scalia’s opinion in White is his uncharacteristic observation that judges actively shape law. While this acknowledgement supports allowing judicial candidates to share their views with voters, it also invites inquiry into how the Justices’ own views might influence doctrine in this area. Much commentary on differences over campaign speech restrictions is couched in elegant terms of competing analytical models. However, an examination of the main beneficiaries of liberalized campaign codes suggests that personal preferences may help to account for some Justices’ stance on speech restrictions. Specifically, removal of restraints on campaigning predominantly favors conservative causes to which a number of Justices may be sympathetic. The thesis of this Article does not hinge on this explanation. However, if correct, this hypothesis reinforces other evidence that most significant restrictions will ultimately fail. Though it is arguably unseemly to engage in such speculative nose-counting, the exercise belongs to the same tradition of legal realism that Justice Scalia invoked to recognize judicial policymaking. If law is—to quote an early articulation of this tradition—“the prophecies of what the courts will do in fact, and nothing more pretentious,” a full understanding of the law of campaign speech codes will include consideration of this possibility.

230 Justice Scalia has championed the view that judges should interpret law by consulting objective sources rather than injecting their personal views. See, e.g., Antonin Scalia, Originalism: The Lesser Evil, 57 U. CINN. L. REV. 849, 863–64 (1989) (arguing in favor of originalism as method of interpreting Constitution on ground that it “establishes a historical criterion that is conceptually quite separate from the preferences of the judge himself”).

231 See supra notes 133–36 and accompanying text.

232 See, e.g., Michael Richard Dimino, Sr., Counter-Majoritarian Power and Judges’ Political Speech, 58 Fla. L. Rev. 53, 55 (2006) (arguing that split among Justices in White can be explained by sharply clashing approaches to the “counter-majoritarian difficulty”); Sparling, supra note 96, at 445, 455 (characterizing debate between majority and dissenters over appearance of impartiality as clash between “revisionist” and “traditionalist” camps); Leading Cases, 116 Harv. L. Rev. 200, 276–78 (2002) (contrasting majority’s “antifunctionalist” approach to free speech analysis with dissenters’ “functionalist” approach).


234 Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., The Path of the Law, 10 Harv. L. Rev. 457, 461 (1897).

235 Notwithstanding Justice Scalia’s formalism, see supra note 230, his authorship of the Court’s opinion in White makes this investigation perhaps particularly apt. Justice Scalia obviously believes that constitutional interpretation can be heavily influ-
Although White was perceived in some quarters as an attack on judicial elections themselves, close inspection of the decision does not support this interpretation. Justice O’Connor’s review of the dangers of elections may amount to criticism, but the majority opinion that she joined does not question the integrity of the practice. On the contrary, it was the announce clause’s “election-nullifying effect” that rendered this restriction defective. Formally agnostic on the mode of selecting judges, the Court was adamant about the ground rules for elections in the states that choose to conduct them. Given persistent voter sentiment to retain elective judgeships, the holding had the effect of aiding groups that would benefit from a less inhibited style of judicial campaigning. As described below, these have typically been groups that would generally be regarded as conservative. Whether this correlation has influenced Justices’ positions on judicial candidates’ rights is of course a matter of conjecture. The phenomenon of recurring challenges to campaign speech restraints by advocates of conservative interests, however, is unmistakable.

It is widely agreed that White galvanized special interest groups to press judicial candidates for their positions on controversial issues. In principle, these efforts could be waged by organizations of all ideological stripes; in practice, they have overwhelmingly involved groups of a decidedly conservative cast. In North Dakota Family Alliance, Inc. v.  


See White, 556 U.S. at 788–92 (O’Connor, J., concurring).

536 U.S. at 782 (majority opinion).

See supra notes 32–34 and accompanying text.

Even in the political arena, the terms “conservative” and “liberal” cannot be defined with comprehensive precision. However, their popular usage, including allied polarities like “red state” and “blue state,” reflects a widespread perception that at least some salient social and political issues can be helpfully understood as eliciting divisions between these two camps. The examples employed in this section, it is felt, are associated with identifiable conservative and liberal attitudes.

See infra notes 261–87 and accompanying text.

See, e.g., Roger J. Miner, Judicial Ethics in the Twenty-First Century: Tracing the Trends, 32 Hofstra L. Rev. 1107, 1112 (2004); White, supra note 19, at 623.
Bader, for example, the petitioner organization alleged that the state’s commit and pledges or promises clauses interfered with its ability to obtain answers to its questionnaires from judicial candidates. The Alliance, which promotes socially conservative beliefs, asked candidates to register their agreement or disagreement with such propositions as “the North Dakota Constitution does not recognize a right to homosexual sexual relationships,” “the North Dakota Constitution does not recognize a right to abortion,” and the Supreme Court’s ruling that school-sponsored prayer at school athletic events violates the Establishment Clause was incorrectly decided . . . . Other suits by groups with missions like the Alliance’s have also been brought for the purpose of learning candidates’ views on social and religious issues. Again, the nature of the beliefs that candidates were asked to affirm or dispute reflected distinctly conservative positions on these issues: e.g., “[t]he unborn child is biologically human and alive and . . . the right of human beings should be respected at every stage of their biological development,” and “the Kentucky Constitution does not require that same-sex couples be permitted to enter into civil unions that encompass those state rights that attach to legal marriage.” While surveys of judicial candidates are not the exclusive province of the right, recent campaigns have continued to indicate disproportionate activity from this part of the ideological spectrum.

---

249 See, e.g., Moerke, supra note 96, at 324 (describing questionnaire distributed by Austin Gay/Lesbian Political Caucus).
250 See, e.g., Press Release, Florida Family Policy Council, Florida Family Policy Council Announces the Florida Judicial Accountability Project (July 24, 2006), avail-
Another area in which loosened speech restraints serve conservative aims is criminal prosecution. While no political or judicial candidate would campaign on a platform of leniency toward criminals, a relatively tough “law and order” stance toward suspected and convicted criminals has long been associated with conservative philosophy. In some instances, a candidate’s attempt to spell out this philosophy has provoked charges of exceeding limits on campaign expression. The White litigation itself was launched by a former candidate for the Minnesota Supreme Court who accused that court of untoward solicitude toward criminals. Nor was this an isolated instance; allegedly overzealous assurances that a candidate will crack down on criminals appear to be the chief source of disciplinary actions under campaign speech codes. In one of the few reported decisions since White to sustain sanctions, the Florida Supreme Court found a violation of state canons in a candidate’s “cloaking her entire candidacy in the umbrella of law enforcement and portraying

---


\[253\] See *White*, 536 U.S. at 771.

\[254\] In re Haan, 676 N.E.2d 740, 741 (Ind. 1997) (finding violation of commit clause where campaign materials stated that candidate would “stop suspending sentences” and “stop putting criminals on probation”); In re Burick, 705 N.E.2d 422, 425, 427 (Ohio 1999) (ruling that pledge or promise and commit clauses were violated by, *inter alia*, advertisements stating that “Elizabeth Burick will be a tough Judge that supports the death penalty and isn’t afraid to use it”); In re Kaiser, 759 P.2d 392, 396 (Wash. 1988) (campaign declarations that candidate would be tough on drunk driving held to violate pledges or promises clause).

\[255\] See *supra* Part II.C.
herself as a future pro-prosecution/pro-law enforcement judge while characterizing her opponent as dismissing criminals and not holding them accountable.”

(Notably, she had accused her opponent of “very definitely” being “a Liberal.”) Should the United States Supreme Court invalidate common versions of the pledges or promises and commit clauses, however, candidates will presumably be allowed to elaborate on their philosophy of law enforcement in this manner.

Finally, allowing judicial candidates to conduct themselves in the manner of traditional politicians could enhance the impact of business interests on judicial elections. For at least the past decade, various groups have expended considerable sums to promote candidates likely to rule favorably on issues affecting business. The Chamber of Commerce has been particularly active in seeking to prevent the election and especially reelection of judges thought excessively sympathetic to consumers and unions. Of course, restrictions on the speech of candidates have not prevented such groups from already exerting a substantial impact on judicial elections. Unshackling candidates from campaign restraints, however, would enable them to appeal more openly to supporters of a pro-business agenda. In this sense, the lifting of campaign speech limitations would indirectly magnify the role of wealth in elections, much as the abolition of limitations on campaign finance would do so directly. Conservatives on the Court have been outspoken in advocating the latter; it was not surprising in White to see them favor the former.

---

256  In re Kinsey, 842 So. 2d 77, 82, 88–89 (Fla. 2003) (upholding judicial panel’s finding).

257  Id. at 82.


Nevertheless, in anticipating the fate of judicial campaign codes, it is fair to question whether the frequent alignment of untrammeled campaign speech with conservative values will influence the Court’s rulings on restrictions. After all, ascertaining with certainty the motivation of even a single Justice is an impossible task, and Justices obviously conceive of themselves as detached from partisan influences. Whatever the motivation, a Justice’s approach to an issue will not necessarily remain static. Moreover, which views qualify as conservative positions in law and politics, and the link between the two, is subject to debate. Finally, two members of the White majority have been replaced by Justices who have not weighed in on judicial campaign restraints, while more shifts in personnel may occur before the Court confronts the issue again. Thus, a forecast of doctrinal developments in this area cannot rest primarily on suspected preferences by members of the Court.

Even with these caveats, however, an attorney whose client had a stake in the strictness or leniency of campaign speech restraints would not ignore the potential impact of current Justices’ personal predilections in this area. This is by no means a taboo subject. At least since the Court’s decision in Bush v. Gore, observers have often ventured opinions on the role of Justices’ political and policy preferences in their resolution of constitutional issues. One need not harbor a wholly cynical or deterministic outlook to discern certain

---

261 Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Alito have taken the places of Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice O’Connor.

262 Cf. McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 321 (1987) (Brennan, J., dissenting) (inerring that lawyer’s “candid reply” to inquiry by defendant in capital case would note that “there was a significant chance that race would play a prominent role in determining” defendant’s sentence).


tendencies when conservative goals are implicated, or to conclude that attitudes toward judicial campaign speech are likely to follow that pattern. Nor should this inquiry be thwarted by complications in defining conservatism; whatever the simplification involved, journalists and legal commentators alike routinely distinguish “conservative” Justices from those deemed “liberal” or “moderate.”

Two members of the Court universally described as conservative are Justices Scalia and Thomas. Professor Chemerinsky, for example, specifically pointed to them when he stated that conservative Justices have supplanted their liberal colleagues as premier defenders of First Amendment freedoms. In fact, however, Justices Scalia and Thomas have frequently sided with the state in resisting claims of expressive and associational rights supported by “liberal” colleagues like Justices Stevens and Souter. Rather than generally advocate expansive protection, they have selectively supported First Amendment claims in cases where the Court has been divided. Among the objects of their solicitude have been anti-abortion protesters; an organization seeking to exclude an “avowed homosexual” from membership; a

---


266 Erwin Chemerinsky, Judicial Elections and the First Amendment, 38 TRIAL 78 (2002); see also Eugene Volokh, How the Justices Voted in Free Speech Cases, 1994–2000, 48 UCLA L. REV. 1191, 1198 (2001) (inferring from voting records that it would be wrong to “assume that the Left generally sides with speakers and the Right with the government”).


young man convicted of violating an ordinance banning fighting words that insult or provoke violence “on the basis of race, color, creed, religion or gender”; producers assessed the cost of generic advertising of California fruits; and opponents of limitations on political campaign contributions. Of course, it would be wrong to assume that First Amendment claimants who champion conservative social values, challenge “politically correct” laws, or represent moneyed interests automatically enlist the sympathy of Justices Scalia and Thomas—much less that their votes in these cases signal approval of the claimant’s viewpoint. However, it would also be wrong to ascribe their votes to general enthusiasm for First Amendment rights, or to reject the possibility that substantive preferences have colored their approach to constitutional issues. In the realm of takings doctrine, their attachment to property rights has been a more reliable index of behavior than their ostensible commitment to federalism. Similarly, states may regard judicial campaign regulations as integral to judicial independence under their separation of powers, but in *White* Justices Scalia and Thomas were willing to overturn Minnesota’s restriction. In this sense, *White* might be considered an illustration of what Richard Fallon described as the tendency of the conservative majority’s substantive conservatism to trump its pro-

---

273 See, e.g., *R.A.V.*, 505 U.S. at 396 (condemning petitioner’s act of burning cross in black family’s lawn as “reprehensible”).
276 See Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 416 F.3d 738, 773 (8th Cir. 2005) (Gibson, J., dissenting) (arguing that “[e]ven the narrowest notion of federalism” recognizes that the state has a compelling interest in separation of powers sufficient to justify partisan activities and solicitation clauses).
federalism values.277 Given the disregard for the state’s choice by Justices Scalia and Thomas, and the potential beneficiaries of lifting other restraints, a realist would expect similar treatment of these restraints.

A realist would also expect them to be joined by Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Alito in striking down campaign speech limitations. In light of these two Justices’ brief tenure on the Court, a formalist might regard the extrapolation of their votes as crudely speculative. It is hardly far-fetched, however, to assume that these four Justices would be aligned in instances where a conservative position has been established. The president who appointed Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Alito had announced as a candidate that he would place on the Court Justices in the mold of Justices Scalia and Thomas.278 Scholarly commentators have openly cited the selection of these “two strongly conservative judges”279 as an example of “partisan entrenchment,”280 i.e., appointing ideologically sympathetic Justices with a view toward “securing judicial allies who will work with and bolster one’s existing political coalition.”281 While it has often been said that presidents cannot foresee how their appointees’ judicial philosophies will unfold,282 there is no reason to think that the two most recently appointed Justices will prove the disappointment to

277 Richard H. Fallon, Jr., The “Conservative” Paths of the Rehnquist Court’s Federalism Decisions, 69 U. CHI. L. REV. 429, 434, 469 (2002). For his conception of substantive conservativism, Fallon adopts the classification method employed by Jeffrey Segal and Harold Spaeth in a number of studies. Id. at 447 & nn.92–97. Under this scheme, conservative judicial positions include disfavoring the criminally accused and antagonism toward unions, injured plaintiffs, and government regulatory authority over businesses. Id. (citing Jeffrey A. Segal & Albert D. Cover, Ideological Values and the Votes of U.S. Supreme Court Justices Revisited, 57 J. POL. 812, 815 & n.4 (1989)); see also Erwin Chemerinsky, Progressive and Conservative Constitutionalism as the United States Enters the 21st Century, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., Summer 2004, at 53, 59 (arguing that Scalia and Thomas vote according to value choices and end-result conservatism).


280 Id.


President Bush that Chief Justice Warren and Justice Brennan are said to have been to President Eisenhower.\textsuperscript{285} Quite the opposite appears to be the case. As has been widely observed, Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Alito have thus far routinely voted with Justices Scalia and Thomas in cases where the Court is perceived to have split into conservative and liberal camps.\textsuperscript{284}

As for Justice Kennedy, his anticipated opposition to additional campaign speech restrictions is both less explicable as conservative bias and more assured. Overall, Justice Kennedy has exhibited greater receptivity to First Amendment claims than Justices Scalia and Thomas, having parted company from these colleagues on a considerable number of occasions.\textsuperscript{285} It was no surprise, then, that in White Kennedy broadly objected to restraints on campaign speech.\textsuperscript{286} As Justice Stevens recognized in dissent, Justice Kennedy’s position would logically preclude a pledges or promises clause like Minnesota’s—\textsuperscript{287}—and doubtless most others.

E. White and Other Camouflaged Watersheds

The idea that White presages sweeping invalidation of judicial campaign speech restraints has ample parallels in other areas. Subject to the fact-driven nature of adjudication and other constraints on crafting opinions, the Court has often launched major doctrinal innovation in limited terms. These decisions have thus furnished critics a basis for resisting the wider implications of the holding. This is especially true in cases that offer relatively narrow grounds for resolution. Minnesota’s version of the announce clause, for example, was the “broadest and most unreasonable” and had “long been aban-
The Court therefore did not have to pronounce on the wider invalidity of campaign speech restrictions in order to strike down this especially vulnerable provision. Until future cases provide vehicles for taking this step, observers and bar associations can indulge in the possibility of White’s modest reach. It appears, however, that they will find themselves in the position of predecessors who clung to similarly vain hopes.

A classic example of this phenomenon was the reaction by some observers to the Court’s decision in *NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.* 289 In retrospect, the holding marked the repudiation of restrictive interpretations of the Commerce Clause 290 and the advent of enormous expansion of federal regulatory power. 291 At the time, however, the decision was not generally understood as launching an era of near-plenary congressional authority under the Commerce Clause. As in White, the dispute offered circumstances that enabled the Court to resolve the case without committing itself to a more ambitious doctrine. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation challenged Congress’s ability to prohibit the dismissal of employees who attempt to organize a union. In sustaining the relevant provision of the National Labor Relations Act, the Court emphasized Congress’s finding that interference with collective bargaining led to obstruction of commerce, 292 the sprawling magnitude of Jones & Laughlin’s operations, 293 and the “immediate and catastrophic” effect that disruption would have on commerce. 288

---

288 Baran, *supra* note 34, at 12.
289 301 U.S. 1 (1937).
290 See, e.g., *Carter v. Carter Coal Co.*, 298 U.S. 238, 303–04 (1936) (excluding conditions of employment of miners from Commerce Clause power); *A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States*, 295 U.S. 495, 542–52 (1935) (holding that poultry shipped in interstate commerce is no longer subject to Commerce Clause power after reaching local slaughterhouse).
292 *Jones & Laughlin*, 301 U.S. at 22 n.1, 31–32.
293 *Id.* at 25–27.
of the company’s activities would have on interstate commerce. The opinion did not disavow recent decisions invalidating comparably ambitious New Deal legislation, much less indicate that the power upheld would later encompass regulation of activities as remote from interstate commerce as service at a small local restaurant and loan-sharking. Understandably, many commentators appreciated the practical impact of Jones & Laughlin without recognizing that it heralded the collapse of meaningful limitations on Congress’s Commerce Clause power. Still, a realistic appraisal of the likely course of the doctrine—including the effect of expected appointments by President Roosevelt—would have produced a more prescient grasp of the decision’s pivotal significance.

A second development that may be instructive for the fate of limitations on judicial campaigning is the dismantling of officially sponsored racial segregation in the wake of Brown v. Board of Education. Brown is a landmark decision, but the ultimate general fall of state-mandated discrimination has tended to obscure the specific scope of Brown’s holding. On its face, the decision addressed only whether “segregation of children in public schools solely on the basis of race” violates the Equal Protection Clause. Holding that it does, the Court found that forced segregation generated in black school-children “a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.” This conclusion in turn rested largely on psychological and other studies cited by the Court. Neither the decision nor the terms in which it was explained necessitated the elimination of the broader regime of segregation. Yet, the Court soon issued a series of per curiam decisions finding violations of equality in the separation

---

294 Id. at 41.
295 See id. at 29–30, 40–41.
300 Id. at 493.
301 Id. at 494.
302 See id. at 494 n.11.
of parks,\textsuperscript{305} golf courses,\textsuperscript{304} and other public facilities.\textsuperscript{305} Only years later, in the course of invalidating a law barring white persons from marrying outside their race, did the Court promulgate a formal principle of strict scrutiny for racial classifications.\textsuperscript{306}

While there is obviously no moral equivalence between those who urge restrictions on what judicial candidates may say and those who defended the vestiges of Jim Crow, these two sets of legal positions may well prove similarly untenable. The egregious inequality of dual school systems made them especially susceptible to legal challenge,\textsuperscript{307} and thus a potent starting point for eradicating the regime of official racism. Similarly, Minnesota’s dubious announce clause provided an attractive beginning for a project of eliminating judicial campaign speech restraints. Of course it remains to be seen whether the Roberts Court will object to campaign speech limits as thoroughly as the Warren Court opposed categorizing citizens by race. Again, however, there is little reason to think otherwise.

Finally, one further example illustrates in particular why proponents of campaign speech restrictions should take little comfort from the White Court’s qualifications and disavowals. The advance in rights of reproductive and sexual autonomy that began in \textit{Griswold v. Connecticut}\textsuperscript{308} was by no means charted at the outset. \textit{Griswold} struck down Connecticut’s ban on the use of contraceptive devices as a violation of the right of privacy emanating from specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights.\textsuperscript{309} While referring to this right as comprising vague and potentially expansive “penumbras” formed by these guarantees,\textsuperscript{310} the Court’s brief opinion repeatedly emphasized the law’s specific invasion of the relation of “married persons.”\textsuperscript{311} Still, a few years

\textsuperscript{305} New Orleans City Park Improvement Ass’n v. Detiege, 358 U.S. 54 (1958) (per curiam), \textit{aff’g} 252 F.2d 122 (5th Cir. 1958).
\textsuperscript{304} Holmes v. City of Atlanta, 350 U.S. 879 (1955) (per curiam), \textit{rev’g} 223 F.2d 93 (5th Cir. 1955).
\textsuperscript{305} Mayor & City Council v. Dawson, 350 U.S. 877 (1955) (per curiam), \textit{aff’g} 220 F.2d 386 (4th Cir. 1955) (public facilities included swimming pools, inter alia); see Herbert Wechsler, \textit{Toward Neutral Principles of Constitutional Law}, 73 HARV. L. REV. 1, 22–23 (1959) (suggesting that the Court failed to articulate principled basis for extending \textit{Brown}’s ruling to such facilities).
\textsuperscript{306} Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11 (1967).
\textsuperscript{307} See generally \textit{Richard Kluger, Simple Justice} (1975).
\textsuperscript{308} 381 U.S. 479 (1965).
\textsuperscript{309} \textit{Id.} at 484–86.
\textsuperscript{310} \textit{Id.} at 484.
\textsuperscript{311} \textit{Id.} at 480. The Court noted that the ban “operate[d] directly on an intimate relation of husband and wife.” \textit{Id.} at 482. The Court also stated that the law pursued its goals “by means having a maximum destructive impact” upon the marriage rela-
later the Court invalidated a law barring unmarried persons from access to contraception on the ground that the right of privacy is “the right of the individual, married or single, to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child.” The next term, the Court’s decision in Roe v. Wade added a woman’s decision to terminate her pregnancy to the roster of privacy rights—a right not intimated in the Court’s Griswold opinion. Nor did the Griswold Court contemplate the constitutional right to engage in homosexual conduct that was later recognized in Lawrence v. Texas; at least six of the participating Justices expressly or implicitly denied that the holding interfered with the state’s ability to regulate this activity. Like White, Griswold thus involved a ready target—even the dissenters agreed that Connecticut had enacted “an uncommonly silly law”—whose toppling supplied a platform for inroads on other restrictions. The extension of White to invalidate most restraints on judicial campaign speech appears at least as logical as the outgrowth of autonomy rights from Griswold.

III. The Disposition of Individual Restrictions

The general fate awaiting limitations on judicial campaign speech appears to be cast. The Court, however, has given no indication of announcing a principle of categorical invalidity. Instead, individual restrictions are more likely to arise in case-by-case litigation. Key aspects of the Court’s reasoning in White, as well as successful
challenges that have been mounted since that decision,\textsuperscript{319} suggest grounds for striking down these restraints. The core provisions of efforts to impede full-blown political campaigning by judicial candidates—the commit clause and pledges or promises clause—are especially susceptible to such rationales.

A. Commit Clause

States that retain a discrete commit clause typically prohibit “statements that commit or appear to commit the candidate with respect to cases, controversies or issues that are likely to come before the court.”\textsuperscript{320} The restriction’s fundamental rationale is that making commitments on legal issues “tends to undermine the fundamental fairness and impartiality of the legal system.”\textsuperscript{321} While it may be “unlikely that the [White opinion] was intended to resolve the constitutionality of the Commit Clause,”\textsuperscript{322} the Court’s logic inescapably dooms that provision. In crucial respects, the commit clause is indistinguishable from Minnesota’s announce clause. Moreover, a flaw that the White Court could have found but did not address—the announce clause’s vagueness—can also be ascribed to the commit clause.

Attempts to defend the commit clause would probably emphasize the restriction’s sharper focus and fit compared to the announce clause. Unlike the announcement of views, which connotes a range of inclinations on legal issues, the notion of commitment suggests statements of a firm and binding nature. More than announcements, commitments can be construed as candidates’ “effectively telling the electorate: ‘Vote for me because I believe X, and I will judge cases accordingly.’”\textsuperscript{323} A commitment to rule in a certain manner may thus be said to negate openmindedness by predetermining the judge’s position in a case irrespective of the merits. By the same token, commitments to act in a particular way as judge are more distinctly associated with active candidacies; arguably, therefore, the commit clause

\textsuperscript{319} See supra Part II.C.


\textsuperscript{322} Briffault, supra note 94, at 215; see also Gass, supra note 119, at 14 (arguing that White “cannot reasonably be read as settling the question of the Commit Clause’s constitutionality”).

does not suffer from the underinclusiveness that limited the announce clause’s ban to campaigns.

Notwithstanding the surface plausibility of this line of reasoning, it will almost certainly fail in the face of White’s overwhelming presumption against speech restrictions. Even assuming that judicial openmindedness is deemed a compelling interest, the Court’s insistence on narrowly tailored measures leaves the commit clause subject to several attacks. First, the breadth of issues comprehended by the clause is the same as that which the Court viewed skeptically in White. According to the Court, confining the reach of the announce clause to issues likely to come before a court “is not much of a limitation at all;” after all, “[t]here is almost no legal or political issue that is unlikely to come before a judge of an American court.” 324 In addition, even a supporter of the commit clause has expressed concern that the inclusion of statements that “appear to commit” a candidate could render the commit clause problematically expansive. 325 If that pitfall is somehow avoided, it is still unlikely that the commit clause’s nexus with campaigns will extricate it from the underinclusiveness/overbreadth snare that White’s logic appears to set. 326 “Commitment” to a position may convey greater intensity than “announcement,” but either can be issued outside the formal period of candidacy. Non-campaign forums identified by the Court as vehicles for announcements—books, speeches, or a judge’s prior opinions 327 —also lend themselves to expressions of commitment. 328 Again, however, any cure for this underinclusiveness would inevitably offend the First Amendment. It would be impossible to craft a ban on commitments in these various forms without forbidding protected speech. In particular, the problem of retroactivity 329 is aggravated in the case of commitments, for it is not clear what constitutes “commitment” to a position by someone who is not speaking in the capacity of a candidate.

In addition, the challenge of defining commitments outside of campaigns is only one part of a multifaceted problem of vagueness.

324 Id. at 772 (majority opinion) (quoting Buckley v. Illinois Judicial Inquiry Bd., 997 F. 2d 224, 229 (7th Cir. 1993)).
325 See Briffault, supra note 94, at 217.
326 See supra Part II.B.3.d.
327 See White, 556 U.S. at 779.
328 See Juetten, supra note 87, at 697–98 (arguing that commit clause is similar to the invalid announce clause in that “it only applies to speech prohibition at certain times and in certain forms”).
329 See supra notes 210–11 and accompanying text.
Unless viewed formalistically, the very question of when a candidacy begins is potentially contentious, especially for sitting judges.\textsuperscript{330} Even in the context of unambiguous campaigning, moreover, the commit clause fails to give candidates definite guidance as to prohibited speech. Somewhat paradoxically, commitments seemingly comprise a smaller category than announcements\textsuperscript{331} but appear equally difficult to identify. Indeed, the blurry line between permissible announcements and forbidden commitments\textsuperscript{332} may elude candidates and enforcers alike. In \textit{In re Shanley},\textsuperscript{333} for example, the New York State Judicial Conduct Commission had determined that running as a “law and order candidate” breached the state’s commit clause because the candidate at least appeared to commit herself to favoring the prosecution in criminal cases.\textsuperscript{334} The New York Court of Appeals, however, found that the phrase did not amount to a violation since it is “widely and indiscriminately used in everyday parlance and election campaigns.”\textsuperscript{335} In contrast, the Kentucky Supreme Court ruled that a candidate whose advertisements described him as a candidate who was “pro-life”—undoubtedly another phrase “widely and indiscriminately used in everyday parlance and election campaigns”—“appeared to commit him to a position not only on abortion matters, but also on other controversies.”\textsuperscript{336}

The imprecision of banning statements that signify commitment is compounded when extended to statements that “appear to commit” the candidate. The principal purpose of this phrase presumably is to capture expression that effectively communicates commitment without using that term explicitly. Even if the phrase is not inherently overbroad, candidates can reasonably argue that it will often be impossible to predict whether certain language will ultimately be

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{330} See McCarty, supra note 88, at 71.
\item \textsuperscript{331} See Moerke, supra note 96, at 299 (stating that “ announce” . . . means more than ‘commit’).
\item \textsuperscript{332} See Alexa Green, Comment, \textit{Judicial Election Candidates’ Free Speech Rights After Republican Party of Minnesota v. White: Is the Problem Really Solved?}, 44 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 235, 265 (2003) (noting that many statements expressing a view can be subjectively understood to “appear to commit” a candidate).
\item \textsuperscript{333} 774 N.E.2d 735 (N.Y. 2002) (per curiam).
\item \textsuperscript{334} \textit{Id}. at 736.
\item \textsuperscript{335} \textit{Id}. at 737.
\item \textsuperscript{336} Deters v. Ky. Judicial Ret. & Removal Comm’n, 873 S.W.2d 200, 203 (Ky. 1994); see Briffault, supra note 94, at 203 (criticizing decision on ground that “a judge could consider himself pro-life as a matter of personal philosophy without feeling bound to reach a particular result in a case involving right-to-life issues if the evidence and the law pointed in the other direction”).
\end{itemize}
found to project an appearance of commitment. They will thus refrain from some protected speech because they feel compelled to “steer far wider of the unlawful zone.” 337 In fact, perhaps mainly for this reason, a number of more recent versions of the commit clause have omitted this questionable phrase. 338

Finally, even if the commit clause could be saved from vagueness and overbreadth through narrowing construction, 339 the Court might still find this restriction intrinsically flawed. As noted earlier, 340 the availability of recusal in principle makes the suppression of campaign speech unnecessary. Thus, on the one hand, a state might legitimately regard some statements as improperly committing a candidate with respect to a certain issue: that “victims have a right to expect judges to protect them” by denying bond to potentially dangerous offenders[,] 341 or that the candidate “will be a tough Judge that supports the death penalty and isn’t afraid to use it.” 342 The White Court’s solicitude for speech, on the other hand, suggests that the proper remedy is petition by the bond applicant or capital defendant to seek replacement with a judge untainted by the bias revealed by campaign rhetoric.

Admittedly, the remedy of recusal is less attractive in the case of judges on a state’s highest appellate court. Since a nonparticipating justice generally cannot be replaced, withdrawal simply shrinks the court rather than opening the door to a more dispassionate substitute. At the same time, however, White’s logic suggests that states lack a compelling interest in precluding involvement at this level by judges who have displayed commitment to a legal position. In their nature, state supreme courts typically settle questions the resolution of which is open to reasonable competing interpretations. In their case, therefore, concerns that demonstrations of commitment will interfere with a justice’s ability to “follow the law” have less relevance.

338 See, e.g., CAL. CODE OF JUDICIAL ETHICS Canon 5B & Commentary (2006).
339 See Moerke, supra note 96, at 297–98.
340 See supra notes 188–98 and accompanying text.
341 In re Kinsey, 842 So. 2d 77, 81 (Fla. 2003).
342 In re Burick, 705 N.E.2d 422, 425 (Ohio 1999).
B. Pledges or Promises Clause

Much of whatever optimism remains about the viability of campaign speech regulation centers on the pledges or promises clause.\textsuperscript{343} A ban on “pledges or promises of conduct in office other than the faithful and impartial performance of the duties of the office”\textsuperscript{344} is widely thought to address a heightened threat to judicial impartiality. More than an announcement of views or even expression of “commitment” to a position, a “‘promise’ to rule in a particular way strikes at the heart of a litigant’s right to due process.”\textsuperscript{345} The pledges or promises clause thus embodies the belief that “when preconceptions harden into prejudgments, the judicial function itself is subverted.”\textsuperscript{346}

The clause has also been defended as maintaining public confidence in the integrity of the judiciary; according to the Florida Supreme Court, a judicial candidate “should not be encouraged to believe that the candidate can be elected to office by promising to act in a partisan manner by favoring a discrete group or class of citizens.”\textsuperscript{347} Moreover, the inherent scope of the pledges or promises clause appears to exempt it from charges of underinclusiveness; presumably only candidates can make meaningful pledges or promises.\textsuperscript{348} These arguments gain further support from judicially drawn distinctions between the announce clause and bans on campaign promises. The Seventh Circuit, for example, while anticipating \textit{White} in striking down Illinois’s announce clause, affirmed the state’s power to forbid “promises to rule in particular ways in particular cases or types of cases.”\textsuperscript{349} \textit{White} itself took pains to distinguish statements prohibited by Minnesota’s invalid announce clause from “campaign promises.”\textsuperscript{350}

Still, however appealing these considerations as policy, the pledges or promises clause is likely to run afoul of the Court’s fundamental aversion to campaign speech restrictions. As discussed earlier,\textsuperscript{351} the greater threat to openmindedness that campaign promises
may pose compared to nonpromissory statements does not immunize the pledges or promises clause from underinclusiveness. Indeed, the Court’s description of campaign promises as “the least binding form of human commitment” suggests that their danger to openmindedness is only relative, and perhaps not grave at all. At the same time, the standard version of the pledges or promises clause is also likely to founder on the overbreadth doctrine. It is not difficult to conjure up legitimately promised conduct outside the bland and generic category of “the faithful and impartial performance of the duties of the office.” A candidate could, for example, promise to “respect the First Amendment rights of protesters” or (perhaps more realistically) to “enforce our criminal laws as they are written.”

Thus, almost a decade before White, Judge Posner denigrated the pledges or promises clause as dealing with the problem that it addressed “in the most comprehensive way possible.” Likewise, a number of courts since White have struck down the pledges or promises clause on overbreadth grounds.

The 2007 ABA Model Code tacitly deals with overbreadth by specifying prohibited rather than permissible pledges and promises. Under the new Code, a candidate for judicial office “shall not, with respect to cases, controversies, or issues that are likely to come before the court, make pledges, promises, or commitments that are inconsistent with the impartial performance of the adjudicative duties of the office.” This ban is certainly more narrowly tailored to promoting openmindedness and its appearance than the version that has met with recent hostility in the courts. However, it retains the problem of identifying proscribed statements with sufficient clarity to escape the vice of vagueness. This difficulty stems largely from a dilemma inherent in any attempt to regulate this category of expression. On the one hand, the reach of a meaningful pledges or promises clause cannot be confined to campaign statements that literally include one of these terms; otherwise, candidates “will simply formulate all their

353 See Buckley, 997 F.2d at 228 (7th Cir. 1993) (stating that clause would not allow a candidate to “pledge himself to be a strict constructionist . . . [or] a legal realist”).
354 Id.
campaign pledges in non-promissory language.” 

White’s invalidation of the announce clause makes the ability to sanction de facto promises especially vital to effective enforcement. On the other hand, however, the same blurry line between disguised promises and less binding expression that challenges regulators may also baffle candidates. For example, a judge was admonished by the Texas Commission on Judicial Conduct for stating in his campaign literature: “I’m very tough on crimes where there are victims who have been physically harmed . . . . I have no feelings for the criminal.”

According to the Commission, these statements amounted to a pledge “not to show leniency toward violent criminals.” Similarly, the ABA has opined that a judge’s reelection slogan of “A strict sentencing philosophy! A hard working man!” can be regarded by voters as a pledge of future judicial conduct. These and other determinations of implied promises are hardly self-evident, and the chilling effect on candidates unable to anticipate the judgments of disciplinary bodies may ultimately prove intolerable to the Court.

Besides uncertainty as to what counts as promises, the ABA’s pledges or promises clause also invites a separate charge of vagueness. Even somehow devising means for alerting candidates to the classification of their intended statements as promises would still leave candidates hazy on a key point. The ban on promises “that are
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357 Raban, supra note 52, at 218; see Morrison, supra note 54, at 726 (arguing that if statements that come “close to prejudgment” are not prohibited, “then there is no point in having a no pledge rule”); see also William Glaberson, Fierce Campaigns Signal a New Era for State Courts, N.Y. TIMES, June 5, 2000, at A1.

358 See Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 819 (2002) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (arguing that “[u]ncoupled from the Announce Clause, the ban on pledges or promises is easily circumvented”); Bogard, supra note 91, at 17 (asserting that because of White, candidates “will not have to be particularly inventive to find ways around the pledge clause”).

359 Baran, supra note 34, at 13 (citing Bruce Hight, Judge Violated Conduct Code, Panel Decides, AUSTIN-AMERICAN STATESMAN, Jan. 31, 2001).
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362 See, e.g., Summe v. Judicial Ret. and Removal Comm’n, 947 S.W.2d 42, 47 (Ky. 1997) (judge’s advertisement urging election of judge who “will let no one walk away” deemed improper promise “in context of” judge’s campaign); In re Birnbaum, 1997 WL 640687 (N.Y. Com. Jud. Cond. Sept. 29, 1997) (finding violation of pledges or promises clause by judge who emphasized in his campaign that he was a tenant and his opponent was a landlord, and that tenants had applauded his performance as a housing judge).

363 See Baran, supra note 34, at 12 n.4 (comparing “in terrorem effect of broad or ambiguous interpretations” of announce clause with deterrence of speech induced by uncertain reach of pledges or promises clause).
inconsistent with the impartial performance of the adjudicative duties of the office” may avoid overbreadth, but at the cost of reducing the guidance afforded by the typical state version. If promises can be reliably identified, then states’ limited imprimatur for promises of “the faithful and impartial performance of the duties of the office” provides a small but relatively clear safe harbor. In contrast, the ABA provision resembles Laurence Tribe’s hypothetical example of a “sharply focused” but “patently vague” statute: “It shall be a crime to say anything in public unless the speech is protected by the first and fourteenth amendments.” While the model pledges or promises clause is less extreme than this, it is similarly open to attack as giving insufficient notice of proscribed expression. Obviously drawing from White, the Model Code defines impartiality as “the condition of being without bias or prejudice in favor of, or against, particular parties or classes of parties, or their representatives, and maintenance of an open mind in considering issues that may come before a judge.” It is doubtful, however, that a state could fully catalogue the range of promises that would breach impartiality in one of these senses. In the absence of such comprehensive direction to candidates, the Court would probably conclude that the model restriction’s vagueness excessively stifles protected campaign speech.

To defenders of the pledges or promises clause, this analysis suggests the disheartening conclusion that the doctrines of underinclusiveness, overbreadth, and vagueness preclude states from crafting effective regulation of candidates’ promises. While this is probably true, the futility of the clause might be explained on simpler grounds: viz., other than promissory agreements to commit illicit acts, the category of proscribable promises does not exist. Campaign promises may be generally immune from prohibition for two reasons. First, as with announcements of views and expressions of commitment, recusal of judges whose promises have displayed excessive bias provides a less restrictive alternative to suppressing speech. Granted, broad license to issue campaign promises combined with rigorous recusal standards could produce unworkably rampant disqualification of judges. Fear of this specter, however, would not justify prohibiting promises; under strict scrutiny, the government bears the burden of

364 But see supra notes 207–13 and accompanying text.
367 See supra notes 166–68 and accompanying text.
demonstrating that less speech-intrusive measures cannot accomplish the government’s objectives.\footnote{368}{ACLU v. Reno, 521 U.S. 844, 874 (1977).}

The second reason for protecting judicial campaign promises relates to the objection that the ready availability of recusal would render campaign promises self-nullifying. That is, it has been suggested that a liberal recusal policy would “constitute electoral fraud” because judicial candidates would knowingly “induce[]” the public to elect them on the basis of promises that they could not fulfill.\footnote{369}{Shepard, supra note 7, at 1082–83.} Strict scrutiny of speech restrictions, however, is designed to maximize free expression, not the ability of speakers to carry out their agendas. If a particular promise in fact betrays an inability to judge impartially when the issue in question arises, then the promisor is not entitled to participate in the decision; a constitutional right to express bias does not imply a right to implement it. Conversely, acceptance of the argument against expansive recusal would not save the pledges or promises clause, for the argument assumes the right of candidates to make promises to be kept. Rather, a determination that most campaign promises could not constitute grounds for disqualification would entail rejection of a proposition that the Court declined to address in White: that judicial openmindedness constitutes a compelling interest. This possibility is hardly far-fetched; indeed, the premise that openmindedness is an interest sufficiently weighty to justify squelching political speech is arguably in tension with other aspects of the opinion. If it is affirmatively “desirable” to have judicial candidates who harbor preconceptions on legal issues,\footnote{370}{Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 778 (2002).} and imperative that they be allowed to share these views with the electorate, it is doubtful that the state can forbid candidates to in effect express their belief that some preconceptions are firmly settled. A candidate who is resolutely wed to a certain outcome will vote that way as judge in any event; the question is whether voters may be told in advance. Under this view, a party who believes that a judge has improperly adhered to a campaign promise should challenge the pertinent ruling rather than the bias that allegedly gave rise to it.

The implications of minimal restraints on campaign promises are admittedly troubling, but not unthinkable. With or without expansive recusal, a broad right to issue promises would permit flagrant assurances by judicial candidates. A candidate might promise, for example, “never to go easy on” accused car thieves or always to “look fa-
ble promises—hence the White Court’s dismissive view of promises’ binding force—but again we depend on open debate and voters’ reactions to cope with this tendency. Advocates of the pledges or promises clause argue that the fundamental difference between the judiciary and other branches of government make such analogies inappropriate. In White, that rationale proved insufficient to sustain the announce clause against the principle that government could not “prohibit candidates from communicating relevant information to voters during an election.”

It would be an unsurprising extension of this logic if the Court decided that promises, too, convey “relevant information” that voters are entitled to hear.

C. Misrepresent Clause

The ABA Model Code’s newest misrepresent clause provides that candidates for judicial office shall not “knowingly, or with reckless disregard for the truth, make any false or misleading statement.” The 1990 Model Code more specifically forbade candidates to “knowingly misrepresent the identity, qualifications, present position or other fact concerning the candidate or an opponent.” That provision in turn had revised the 1972 Code, which prohibited a candidate from “misrepresent[ing] his identity, qualifications, present position, or other fact.” The 1990 misrepresent clause was obviously designed to supply the absence of an intent requirement in the prior version, and many states by either explicit language or judicial construction have adopted a clause targeting only knowing or reckless
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misrepresentations. Although prospects for the misrepresent clause have been rated by one thoughtful commentator as exceptionally bright, none of these variations appears likely to pass constitutional muster under the post-White regime.

First, assuming a degree of state power to curb judicial candidates’ misrepresentations, the ABA’s repeated revisions illustrate the difficulty of designing a ban that avoids First Amendment pitfalls. The 1990 Code’s prohibition on misstating the “identity, qualifications, present position or other fact concerning the candidate or an opponent” appears to sweep in enough protected speech to raise serious overbreadth concerns. The 2007 version, in categorically forbidding “false or misleading statement[s],” encompasses even more speech. Both provisions also invite charges of vagueness. What constitutes misrepresentation of a candidate’s “present position,” for example, can be hopelessly subjective. Likewise, while barring “misleading” speech may be integral to proper regulation of securities transactions and commercial advertising, holding political candidates to account for misleading statements in a realm where discussion “should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open” is problematic in the extreme.

More importantly, the misrepresent clause—perhaps even more than the pledges or promises clause—is hampered less by deficiencies in craftsmanship than by fundamental resistance to regulating political candidates’ speech. All forms of the clause hinge on the premise that judicial campaigns involve a unique constellation of interests; comparable restrictions on candidates for legislative and executive office would almost certainly violate the First Amendment. Brown v. Hartlage, discussed earlier in connection with candidates’ promises, also sheds light on states’ severely limited power to restrict false campaign speech. Brown’s election to a county commission had been nullified because of his pledge—later retracted—to lower commissioners’ salaries if elected. The implicit representation that
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Brown could do so was apparently false because state law barred commissioners from reducing their salaries while in office. In rein-stating the election of Brown, who had initially been unaware of this constraint, the Court declared that “[t]he chilling effect of such absolute accountability for factual misstatements in the course of political debate is incompatible with the atmosphere of free discussion contemplated by the First Amendment in the context of political campaigns.” This conclusion carries overtones of the Court’s pronouncement in *Cantwell v. Connecticut* that the Constitution’s command of unimpeded political discourse precludes the state from barring “resort[] to exaggeration, to vilification of men who have been, or are, prominent in church and state, and even to false statement.” Even an observer who believes that the Court’s campaign finance jurisprudence provides some support for restricting false campaign speech acknowledges that such restrictions are in tension with the central place of political expression under the First Amendment. While a number of states have “statutes prohibiting false political speech regarding political candidates,” these do not appear to authorize disqualification or other official penalties against candidates for campaign misrepresentations. Imposition of such sanctions, or of prior restraints, would almost certainly fail in light of the principle that in the realm of public debate, “every person must be his own watchman for truth, because the forefathers did not trust any government to separate the true from the false for us.” This country’s long history of campaign distortions and scurrilous attacks un-
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It is true, as the Brown Court acknowledged, that libel law demonstrates the lesser protection accorded falsehoods under the First Amendment, and some commentators have suggested that defamation doctrine supports the misrepresent clause. Defamation suits, however, involve a different calculus of interests from attempts to restrain political candidates from issuing falsehoods. While provision of redress for libel and slander qualifies as state action, recovery of damages for defamation remains essentially a private action in tort. A suit to vindicate an individual’s “interests in reputation and good name” is thus a far cry from either the state’s imposition of a prior restraint on core political speech in the heat of a campaign or the overturning of the result of an election on the basis of such speech. Concerns of manageability alone—expeditiously determining falsehood for injunctive relief, fixing the causal connection between a candidate’s misrepresentation and electoral victory post hoc—suggest the futility of seeking to regulate campaigns in this manner.

In the aftermath of White, there is no compelling reason to think that these obstacles to regulation of false campaign speech apply with appreciably less force to judicial races. That decision established the Court’s refusal to relent in its normal scrutiny of restraints on candidates’ speech in the case of judicial elections; there do not appear to be any unique justifications for the misrepresent clause that would allow it to survive this scrutiny. An early opponent of judicial campaign speech restrictions explained why candidates for all offices are permitted to abuse their freedom of speech:

Speakers may distort the truth, calumniate innocent opponents, or misrepresent their own achievements. The right to speak freely protects a process that allows for response by opponents, reflection by critics, and assessment by listeners. . . . Any political candidate may lie or pand...
open and full discussion of views, complete with full and open re-
buttal, to suppression of speech. 397 Still, in a typical defense, Georgia argued that its version of the clause
served the compelling interests of “preserving the integrity, impartial-
ity, and independence of the judiciary” and “ensuring the integrity of
the electoral process and protecting voters from confusion and un-
de due influence.” 398 However powerful these goals, they do not furnish
reason to restrict dishonesty by judicial candidates more than that of
candidates for other offices. Of the roster of interests that Georgia
invoked, only impartiality is exceptionally prized in judges. 399 Yet, as
White defined that interest, it is unlikely that a ban on campaign mis-
representations would be deemed narrowly tailored to averting bias
toward parties or preserving openmindedness. The Eleventh Cir-
cuit’s conclusion that Georgia’s provision failed strict scrutiny 400
was therefore wholly to be expected.

D. Political Activity Clauses

Like its predecessors, the 2007 ABA Model Code contains several
provisions forbidding judicial candidates to engage in a variety of po-
litical activities. These include holding office in a political organiza-
tion, making speeches on behalf of a political organization, publicly
endorsing or opposing candidates for public office, or using a politi-
cal party’s endorsement. 401 Many states have adopted similar restric-
tions on candidates’ political conduct. 402

On the surface, these provisions arguably stand on a stronger
footing than prohibitions of candidates’ commitments, promises, and
misrepresentations. While those clauses invade judicial candidates’

397 Snyder, supra note 48, at 217, 249 (emphasis added).
398 Weaver v. Bonner, 309 F.3d 1312, 1319 (11th Cir. 2002) (internal quotation
marks omitted).
399 See Briffault, supra note 94, at 220 (questioning whether interest in integrity
uniquely applies to the judiciary and “whether the integrity of the judiciary is more
threatened by candidate misrepresentations than the integrity of elected executives
and legislators”). But see id. at 222 (indicating that the misrepres clause could be
supported by a compelling interest in “informed voter decision making” in all elec-
tions).
400 Weaver, 309 F.3d at 1319–22.
candidate to “publicly endorse or publicly oppose another candidate for public office”);
office in a political organization); Pa. Code of Judicial Conduct Canon 7 A(1)(b)
(2006) (prohibition on speeches for a political organization or candidate); S.D.
Codified Laws § 12-9-2 (prohibiting political party’s endorsement of candidate).
core campaign expression, restraints on political participation do not work a direct interference with candidates’ ability to present their views and intentions. Moreover, the idea that insulating judges from partisan politics promotes a compelling interest in judicial independence is rooted in the fundamental principle of separation of powers.405 Defenders of limits on political participation can assert the danger posed by judicial candidates’ “placing themselves in debt to powerful and wide-reaching political organizations that can make or break them in each election.”404 They can also point to the Court’s recognition elsewhere that the threat of government’s politicization can sometimes justify curbing what is otherwise protected political activity.405 Against the backdrop of these principles, courts before White not infrequently disciplined judges for partisan behavior.406

Nonetheless, most restrictions on partisan activities are likely to suffer the same fate as the announce clause in White. Indeed, the logic of rejecting the announce clause can be readily extended to restraints on political participation. White’s holding rests on a belief that a judicial candidate’s espousal of views does not inherently betray a lack of impartiality. In a sense, involvement in political affairs represents affirmation of those views. From the voter’s perspective, a candidate’s partisan activity may communicate the candidate’s depth of commitment to certain values and principles more clearly and convincingly than mere campaign rhetoric. Political participation thus serves an efficient signaling function for the electorate. As to preserving openmindedness, a ban on partisan activities during a campaign falls prey to the underinclusiveness that defeated the announce clause and threatens all restrictions on judicial campaign

404 Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 416 F.3d 738, 768 (8th Cir. 2005) (Gibson, J., dissenting); see also Briffault, supra note 94, at 232 (stating that “[j]udges who are politically active within their parties can come under pressure to conform their judicial decisions to the party line”).
403 See, e.g., McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 142–61 (2003) (upholding limits on contributions to political candidates); U.S. Civil Serv. Comm’n v. Nat’l Ass’n of Letter Carriers, 413 U.S. 548, 564–65 (1973) (sustaining ban on federal employees’ political activities on the rationale that prohibition “will reduce the hazards to fair and effective government”).
402 See, e.g., In re Barrett, 593 A.2d 529 (Del. 1991) (attending political fundraisers); In re Glickstein, 620 So. 2d 1000 (Fla. 1993) (writing letter to editor endorsing another judicial candidate); In re Turner, 573 So. 2d 1 (Fla. 1990) (assisting son’s campaign efforts); In re Codispoti, 438 S.E.2d 549 (W. Va. 1993) (assisting wife’s campaign for office).
speech. In the Eighth Circuit’s acerbic words on remand in White, “[t]he few months a candidate is ostensibly purged of his association with a political party can hardly be expected to suddenly open the mind of a candidate who has engaged in years of prior political activity.” By the same token, political activity clauses are an example par excellence of the underinclusiveness/overbreadth bind latent in the White Court’s analysis. Curing underinclusiveness by disqualifying any candidate who had engaged in the provisions’ prohibited activities outside the campaign would be manifestly illegitimate. Furthermore, restrictions on political activity emphatically illustrate resort to recusal as a means to avoid impinging on speech and conduct ordinarily protected by the First Amendment. The range of issues in which candidates’ partisan affiliation is deemed to compromise their openmindedness will probably be considered relatively narrow. Accordingly, recusal in those instances when such issues arise offers a manageable alternative to precluding significant political involvement altogether.

Notwithstanding at least one court’s continued enforcement of political activity clauses, recognition of their tenuous status appears to be gaining. In In re Raab, the New York Court of Appeals sustained the state’s limitations on judicial candidates’ partisan involvement. The Court determined that these restrictions served the State’s “overriding interest in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary” by guarding against judges’ “actually or appear[ing] to make the dispensation of justice turn on political concerns.” Rejecting an allegation of underinclusiveness, the Court reasoned that the rules were tailored to “limiting the degree of involvement of judicial candidates in political activities during the critical time frame when the public’s attention is focused on their activities.” As noted earlier, however, state supreme courts’ investment in their own rules of candidate conduct make them questionable arbiters of campaign speech restrictions. More telling in all likelihood is the Eighth Circuit’s thoroughgoing dismissal of the rationales advanced for Minnesota’s
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partisan activities clause.\textsuperscript{413} That decision reinforces the expectation that the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{White} “will increase the influence of political parties in judicial elections.”\textsuperscript{414} Nor has the Eighth Circuit been alone in recognizing the apparent implications of \textit{White} for restrictions on political behavior; soon after the Court’s decision, the North Carolina Supreme Court drastically relaxed its prohibition on partisan activity.\textsuperscript{415}

E. Personal Solicitation Clause

The ABA Model Code, like many states,\textsuperscript{416} does not permit judicial candidates to “personally solicit or accept campaign contributions.”\textsuperscript{417} Instead, a candidate may delegate fundraising responsibilities to a committee created for “manag[ing] and conduct[ing]” the candidate’s campaign.\textsuperscript{418} The purpose of assigning the collection of funds to an intermediary is obvious. Personal contact between a judicial candidate and a contributor is thought to create a sense of obligation, or at least the appearance of bias, when that contributor appears as a party before the candidate.\textsuperscript{419} Advocates can cite the mounting body of evidence on correlations between campaign contributions and judicial outcomes\textsuperscript{420} in support of the restriction. In a similar vein, defenders of the ban’s constitutionality rest much of their argument on the Supreme Court’s decisions upholding limits on contributions to candidates.\textsuperscript{421}

Even assuming the continued validity of the Court’s campaign finance jurisprudence, however, barriers to personal interactions between judicial candidates and their contributors appear to face a dire future. The Court is likely to find the solicitation clause unnecessary to preserving impartiality much as it found the announce clause ill-
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\textsuperscript{418} Id. R. 4.1(A)(8), R. 4.4(A).
\textsuperscript{419} See Republican Party of Minn. v. Kelly, 247 F.3d 854, 883–84 (8th Cir. 2001), rev’d on other grounds, 536 U.S. 765 (2002); Briffault, supra note 94, at 226–27.
\textsuperscript{421} See, e.g., Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 416 F.3d 738, 785 (8th Cir. 2005) (Gibson, J., dissenting); Briffault, supra note 94, at 225–26.
designed for that purpose in *White*. Since that decision, restrictions on candidates’ handling of fundraising have unsurprisingly met with uniform hostility in the federal courts. At the same time that it struck down Minnesota’s political activity clause, the Eighth Circuit also sustained a challenge to the state’s solicitation clause. In *Weaver v. Bonner*, the Eleventh Circuit similarly found that Georgia’s solicitation clause was not narrowly tailored to serve a compelling interest. The Court squarely rejected the premise that a candidate’s direct involvement with fundraising aggravates the intrinsic risk of bias toward contributors: “Successful candidates will feel beholden to the people who helped them get elected regardless of who did the soliciting of support.” A federal district court recently endorsed the Eleventh Circuit’s reasoning in striking down Kansas’s solicitation clause. Whatever the force of this logic as an original matter, these courts appear to have accurately read the thrust of the *White* Court’s brand of strict scrutiny. If anything, the solicitation clause can be considered unusually vulnerable to this review. The presumed cure for the underinclusiveness identified by the *Weaver* court—banning solicitation altogether—could not possibly survive constitutional challenge. Moreover, even if it is accepted that some personal solicitations could compromise impartiality, recusal in those cases represents a more narrowly tailored remedy than wholesale prohibition.

---

422 416 F.3d at 763–65. The plaintiffs limited their challenge to the state’s ban on candidates’ personal solicitation from large groups and on affixing their personal signature on a solicitation message. They did not challenge the requirement that campaign committees refrain from disclosing the identities of campaign contributors or those who declined to contribute when asked. *Id.* at 764–65.
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426 Kan. Judicial Watch v. Stout, 440 F. Supp. 2d 1209, 1235–38 (D. Kan. 2006). In a departure from these results, the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine upheld a solicitation clause that barred judges from personally soliciting contributions. *In re Dunleavy*, 2003 ME 124, 838 A.2d 338. That restriction, however, applied only to sitting judges rather than to all judicial candidates. *Id.* at 351. This distinction aside, state supreme courts’ assessment of canons that they have promulgated are in any event suspect. *See supra* notes 225–29 and accompanying text.
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IV. THE FACE OF UNFETTERED JUDICIAL CAMPAIGNS AND ALTERNATIVES TO REGULATION

For champions of judicial exceptionalism, the combination of gutted campaign speech restrictions and an entrenched election system presents a disturbing prospect. Left largely unregulated, judicial campaigns presumably will increasingly resemble their legislative and executive counterparts. In recent years, however, judicial contests have already shed much of their distinctive character. Thus, the difference between the grim scenarios feared by proponents of speech restrictions and the current electoral landscape may not be dramatic.

Indeed, it is commonplace to observe that judicial elections are widely becoming—as Roy Schotland put it—“noisier, nastier and costlier.” 429 Eight years after this comment, a reporter in 2006 similarly described judicial campaigns as becoming “high-stakes political battles—expensive, polarized, and, at times, nasty.” 430 Attack ads, a prominent feature of “normal” campaigns, have been deployed effectively in judicial elections at least since the successful 1978 effort to oust Rose Bird and two of her colleagues from the California Supreme Court. 431 While some bemoan the impact of such ads on the stature of the judiciary, 432 this tactic has become a routine part of judicial campaigns. 433 A small sampling from recent elections captures

429 Roy A. Schotland, Comment, Judicial Independence and Accountability, Law & Contemp. Probs., Summer 1998, at 149, 153; see Champagne, supra note 251, at 669 (describing transformation of “low-key, low-budget” judicial campaigns to “hotly contested, expensive races that often cannot be distinguished from contests for offices in the political branches”).


432 See, e.g., Berness, supra note 16, at 1031 (asserting that the use of negative ads threatens to “erode the public’s trust in the American justice system and its judges ”).

433 See Champagne, supra note 251, at 673 (concluding that studies of judicial elections in four states in 2000 confirmed theory that candidates’ ads “highlight easily absorbed negative messages about the opponent”) (quoting Stephen Ansolabehere et al., The Media Game: American Politics in the Television Age 100 (1993)); see also M.J. Ellington, Attack of the Negative Ads, The Decatur Daily (Ala.), Oct. 22, 2006 (quoting Alabama political scientist that State’s judicial races had become negative about a decade earlier and that “judicial candidates are sliding down the slippery slope of political muck”).
the flavor of many of these attacks. “He sexually molested multiple West Virginia children . . . Liberal Judge Warren McGraw cast the deciding vote to set this reprehensible criminal free.” 434 “Carol Hunstein . . . voted to throw out evidence that convicted a cocaine trafficker . . . [she] even ignored extensive case law and overruled a jury to free a savage rapist.” 435 “First [Judge Nancy Saitta] took thousands in contributions from two convicted topless club owners. Then she slashed bail for gang bangers who brutalized an MGM employee.” 436

As for “costlier,” expenditures on judicial races have also begun to catch up with their legislative and executive counterparts. As has been amply documented, money is poured into judicial campaigns at levels that would have been considered staggering only a short time ago. In 2000, candidates for state supreme courts as a whole exceeded previous records for fundraising by 61%. 437 By 2004, the average amount of funds raised by winning candidates leapt to forty-five percent over the average for 2002. 438 Early figures compiled for the 2006 campaign season indicate that expenditures have continued to escalate. 439 While the latest scale of contributions and spending may fuel cynicism about judges’ aloofness from political considerations, widespread suspicion about the influence of money has existed for years. 440 In the minds of much of the public, then, judicial races have been steadily evolving into politics by other means. 441
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Against this backdrop, the tumbling of remaining speech restrictions may only aggravate somewhat a substantially politicized process. As for dangers specifically posed by unrestrained speech, these were largely unleashed by White’s invalidation of the announce clause. Even before the likely fall of the commit clause and pledges or promises clause, judicial candidates can effectively signal their intent concerning the disposition of legal issues. More than one commentator noted the case with which candidates can “telegraph” the types of rulings the electorate can expect from them. Indeed, the climate of laxity engendered by White may have induced some candidates to go further and assume the invalidity of restraints on more explicit declarations of their intentions.

Perhaps resigned to the futility of eliminating judicial elections or enforcing speech codes, proponents of reform have advanced other means to curb the excesses of judicial campaigning and promote the election of worthy judges. These proposals fall roughly into three categories: voluntarist, informational, and structural. Perhaps the most straightforward voluntary approach is conversion of mandatory restraints on speech to guidelines that candidates are urged to follow. Compliance with these norms could be monitored by non-governmental groups created for this purpose. Of course to have any meaningful impact on campaigning, such panels would have to
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publicize candidates’ adherence to or departure from the recommended standards;\textsuperscript{446} they would thus perform an important informational function. Nor would the communications undertaken by these or similarly proposed groups be confined to reporting candidates’ scorecards. As envisioned by numerous commentators, a broader campaign of public education would offer voters profiles of candidates and explanations of the larger judicial role.\textsuperscript{447} Candidates might also benefit from campaign conduct committees, which would “serve as a resource for judges and judicial candidates, [and] assist in educating judges and judicial candidates about ethical campaign conduct.”\textsuperscript{448} High on some agendas, too, are disclosure laws that would alert the public to the identities of campaign contributors and the extent of their generosity.\textsuperscript{449} The prospects for widespread adoption of such proposals, much less their efficacy, remain uncertain. They would, however, carry out Justice Kennedy’s charge in \textit{White} to the legal profession and other interested parties to “reach voters who are uninterested or uninformed or blinded by partisanship, and . . . [to] urge upon the voters a higher and better understanding of the judicial function and a stronger commitment to preserving its finest traditions.”\textsuperscript{450}

As to revision of the formal rules governing judicial elections, proposals have focused on mechanisms to enhance the independence of successful candidates once in office. An idea with widespread support—endorsed even by a vigorous opponent of speech restrictions\textsuperscript{451}—is to lengthen judicial terms in order to diminish pressure from popular opinion.\textsuperscript{452} One observer called it “[t]he most important single step” to address the challenges posed by judicial elections.\textsuperscript{453} Public financing of judicial elections, notably undertaken by North Carolina in the wake of \textit{White},\textsuperscript{454} has been advanced by many as
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a means of curbing the influence of campaign contributors. In addition, proponents of reducing the influence of political parties naturally favor nonpartisan elections; White, however, has called their constitutionality into question.

To those who fear the politicization of judicial selection, of course, all of these proposals remain second-best solutions. Ideally, they would rather replace elections altogether with an appointment system, or at least a variation of the Missouri plan combining merit selection and retention elections. Some observers, however, contend that shifting to appointments will fail to purge judicial selection of politics; rather, the choice of judges is “an inherently political process.” Indeed, a commentator recently argued that the phenomenon of “prejudging judges” is more pronounced in the appointment process than in elections. In any event, the debate over the relative merits of the two methods promises to remain academic, as citizens persist in refusing to yield the franchise. And whatever the politics of judicial elections, they are unlikely to be hindered by restraints on campaign speech in the years to come.

CONCLUSION

It is easy to lament the corrosive effects of selecting judges by the same political process we use for legislators and executive branch officials. The regrettable tactics of modern campaigning—visceral appeals, simplistic reduction of complex issues, shrill ad hominem attacks, the lavish expenditure of funds by interest groups—are even more disturbing when employed to determine the members of a supposedly impartial and principled judiciary. Mostly unsuccessful in efforts to supplant elections with appointments, the bar has understandably turned to limitations on candidates’ speech to temper the excesses of judicial campaigning. The Court’s decision in White, however, sent an unmistakable signal that the First Amendment
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largely forecloses this means of curbing political elements of an intrinsically political process. The Court’s confinement of that holding to Minnesota’s announce clause reflects no more than the absence of additional restrictions to consider on that occasion. Justice Ginsburg’s forlorn protest that “[j]udges are not politicians, and the First Amendment does not require that they be treated as politicians simply because they are chosen by popular vote”\textsuperscript{461} appears destined to fall on deaf ears when other provisions of campaign speech codes arrive before the Court. Thus, the latest version of the ABA Model Code, as well as comparable state canons, likely amount to rearguard resistance to the inexorable implications of White. Just as the bar was repeatedly rebuffed in its attempts to stem lawyer advertising,\textsuperscript{462} so it now faces the prospect of an equally dismal track record in seeking to contain campaign expression. Justice Kennedy’s faith that “democracy and free speech are their own correctives”\textsuperscript{463} may be open to doubt, but they will be all that remains when censorship of judicial candidates is eliminated.

\textsuperscript{463} White, 536 U.S. at 795 (Kennedy, J., concurring).